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Abstract

Fault Tolerant Control Systems (FTCS) can maintain stability and restore as much perfor

mance as possible after system component/actuator/sensor faults occur in control systems. 

Therefore they are necessary for those safety-critical systems. Compared to passive FTCS, 

where there is no controller reconfiguration, active FTCS have a Fault Detection and Identi

fication (FDI) scheme and a set of controllers for reconfiguration, and can provide superior 

fault tolerance capabilities.

In this thesis, the analysis and synthesis of stochastic active FTCS are studied. When 

the occurrence of parametric faults in the system is modeled by a homogeneous Markov 

chain, the open-loop system to study can be modeled as a linear system with Markovian 

jumping parameters. When applying this model to systems subject to parametric faults, 

FDI decision process should be modeled as another stochastic process, and the controller 

reconfiguration should be carried out based on FDI decisions.

This stochastic formulation of active FTCS concerns the imperfectness of FDI decision 

caused by disturbances and model uncertainties. Different stochastic processes can be used 

according to the characteristics of FDI decision processes. Two situations are considered 

in this thesis. The first and also the most widely used one is to model FDI decision pro

cess as another independent Markov chain, assuming that memoryless FDI algorithm is 

employed. The second one extends to a semi-Markov chain representation, where a ran

dom distributed fault detection delay is considered. For FTCS with model uncertainties,
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state and output feedback controllers which only access FDI decisions are first designed 

for Mean Square Stability (MSS) using Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) based techniques. 

Then, both # 2  and FL, performance objectives are considered to accommodate different 

performance requirements. In addition, iterative LMI algorithms are proposed to solve the 

nonlinear matrix inequalities resulted from controller synthesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Development of Fault Tolerant Control Systems

Nowadays, modem industrial systems become more and more sophisticated to accommo

date the ever rising requirements on scale and performances, and they rely on complicated 

control systems to guarantee the smooth operation. Although modem technology has pro

vided capability to manufacture components with enhanced reliability and longer lifespan, 

faults may still occur in systems’ components due to wear and aging. Usually most of 

the control systems are designed based on the assumption that actuators, sensors and other 

components of the system function normally. When unexpected faults occur in a complex 

system, if not dealt with properly, they may result in degraded performance or even loss 

of system stability. For safety-critical systems, they may cause serious social and environ

mental diasters.

To overcome such limitations of conventional control strategies, Fault Tolerant Con

trol (FTC) has been developed to accommodate component degradation and faults for an 

acceptable performance of the overall system. An informal definition of Fault Tolerant 

Control Systems (FTCS) can be found in [10]: “Fault-tolerant control systems employ 

redundancy in the plant and its automation system to make ‘intelligent’ software that mon

itors behavior of components and function blocks. Faults are isolated, and appropriate 

remedial actions taken to prevent that faults develop into critical failures. The overall FTC

1
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strategy is to keep plant availability and accept reduced performance when critical faults 

occur.” This definition shows a fundamental philosophy of fault tolerant control, i.e. the 

overall reliability of a system is enhanced not by using the more reliable components, but 

by managing them in a way that the reliability of the whole system is greater than the 

reliability of its parts. The goal of such control systems is to maintain high priority de

sign objectives, such as system stability, in case of a severe component fault, so that the 

“graceful” performance degradation is achieved rather than an abrupt system outage.

FTC is generally classified into passive and active approaches. In passive approaches, 

the robustness range of a controller is designed to be wide enough to accommodate speci

fied faults within acceptable performance specifications. On the contrary, in active FTCS, 

detection and isolation of a fault lead to a change in the control operation to accommo

date the fault. Actions include but are not limited to re-configuration, controller re-design, 

change of control path, change of path of measurements [9], It should be noticed that the 

main difference lying between the two approaches is whether or not faults are explicitly 

detected and identified.

In the literature, special terminologies are used for passive fault tolerant control sys

tems: Integral Control [82] deals with actuator faults and sensor faults in control loops, 

which can guarantee the system stability in case of loop failures (i.e several feedback loops 

become open) caused by the faults. Reliable Stabilization [112] aims at accommodating 

the possible controller faults. In this scheme, two or more controllers are used to stabilize 

the plant in parallel, when one or more of them work normally, the closed-loop system 

is stabilizable. Simultaneous Stabilization [95] is about designing a single controller to 

stabilize different plants. Such a scheme is suitable for dealing with system component 

faults.

In active FTCS, one major component is the reconfigurable controller, which can re

configure or reconstruct the controller online according to the information of the post-fault 

system. “Reconfigure” means that only parameters of a controller are changed while “re

construct” may result in a complete change of control system structure. The conventional 

classification of FTCS is shown in Figure 1.1, and a typical block diagram of active FTCS

2
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is shown in Figure 1.2.

Simultaneous
S ta b iliz a tio n

Reconfigurable
Control

R eliable
S ta b iliz a tio n

Control Law 
Precalcu lation

Passive FTCS

Active FTCS

In teg ra l
Control

Fault Tolerant 
Control Systems

Figure 1.1. A simple classification of fault tolerant control systems

FaultFault Fault

Reference
Input Sensor

FD I

Acutator P l a n t

R e c o n f i g u r a t i o n

Figure 1.2. A scheme of active fault tolerant control systems

For practical applications, passive FTCS have obvious disadvantages. First, it has lim

ited capability in fault tolerance since only known fault scenarios can be coped with. Be

cause faults may have different sizes and effects, they may require different remedial ac

tions. In this case, it is hard to design a passive fault tolerant controller to accommodate 

such faults. Secondly, it is possible that no feasible solutions exist for a given fault scenario. 

In fact, passive FTC algorithms are more suitable for baseline controllers design, whose 

function is to increase the robustness of the system, and to protect the system from sudden

3
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deterioration so that more time is gained for high level control reconfiguration mechanism 

to take remedial actions. In this research work, we are focused on active FTCS analysis and 

design. A brief review of FTC design methods is included in Section 1.3, while the more 

thorough introduction of FTCS can be found in [92], [109] and the references therein.

1.2 Fault Classification and Modeling

FTCS are designed and built to cope with faults occurred in control systems, therefore it is 

necessary to first define “faults” and associated terminologies.

IFAC SAFEPROCESS Technical Committee has given formal definitions to the follow

ing terminologies in the field of fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control [21], [57]:

Fault: an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property or parameter of the 

system from the acceptable/usual/standard condition.

Failure: a permanent interruption of a system’s ability to perform a required function 

under specified operation conditions.

Fault detection: determination of the faults in a system and the time of detection.

Fault Isolation: determination of the kind, location and time of detection of a fault. 

Follows fault detection.

Fault Identification: determination of the size and time-variant behavior of a fault. Fol

lows fault isolation.

Fault Diagnosis: determination of the kind, size, location and time of detection of a fault. 

Includes fault detection, isolation and identification.

The conventional classification of faults in control systems is based on their locations, 

i.e. component faults, actuator faults and sensor faults (or instrument faults). Each category 

contains several types of faults [12].

4
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Consider a continuous-time LTI system described by:

f x( t )=Ax( t ) +Bu( t )+D\ d( t )+f \ ( t ) ,  

\  y ( t ) =C x ( t ) + D2d ( t ) + f 2(t), 
(1.1)

where x(t) E  R", u(t) E  Rw, y(t) E R5, d(t) E  Rp are system state, control signal, system 

output and disturbance respectively; f \  (t) E  Rn , f 2(t) E  R''2 are fault signals imposed on 

the system state and the output respectively; all matrices have compatible dimensions. In 

the sequel, expressions of f \  (t), f 2(t) in different fault scenarios are given. For the sake 

of simplicity, it is assumed that a state feedback law u(t) =  Kcx(t) is used for the normal 

system.

System component fault:

where ki is the effective coefficient of the faulty actuator, bi is the i-th column of input 

matrix B, kcl is the i-th row of Kc, tp is the time instant of fault occurrence, and ei is the i-th 

column of an identity matrix with appropriate dimensions.

Sensor fault (for the i-th sensor):

where bi/bi(t) is the bias/drift term for the i-th faulty sensor, and kt is the effective coeffi

cient of the faulty sensor. The dimension and the i-th row of Q  are the same as those of C, 

while other entries of Q  are zeros.

M t )  -  ( Af -A)x( t ) ,

where Ay is the post-fault system matrix.

Actuator fault (for the i-th actuator):

(1.2)

/

( k i -  1 )bikcix(t), 0 < k i < l ,  

—bikc;x(t),
h i t )  =  i c i w ’

- bikci(x ( t )  - x ( t p )),

—b i ( K ciX(t) —  U u f i i ) ,  Uip  =  UiMin ° r  UiMaxi

lost of effectiveness, 

float,

lock-in-place,

hard-over,

(1.3)

biep b i ^ O,  bias,

bi{t)eh biit) j- 0, drift,
h i ! )  = {  ........................

—Ci(x(t) —x(tp)), sensor freezing, 

(ki — 1 )Cjx(t), calibration error,

(1.4)

5
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From the above scenarios, a general representation of the fault signal f i t )  can be given

as:

f ( t ) = E x ( t ) + v ( t ) .  (1.5)

For different types of faults, the specific expressions of E  and v(t) can be obtained from 

corresponding equations above.

The equations above show that component and actuator faults normally change the 

system matrix, same with sensor freezing and calibration error when the closed-loop system 

is considered. Therefore, these faults can result in the loss of system stability, this is why 

fault tolerant control design is so important for safety-critical applications. As for sensor 

bias/ drift, they only act like disturbance in the system and are relatively easier to deal with.

1.3 Methods of Fault Tolerant Control Design

The design process of an active FTCS is a systematic work from the engineering point 

of view. It ranges from FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) to remedial actions 

selection, etc. The detailed discussion on these matters can be found in [7] [8] [9] [10] [57]. 

However, in this thesis, only the control related aspects of FTCS are considered, and other 

issues of the system analysis are out of the scope.

The premise for designing FTCS is that the system possesses hardware redundancy, 

such as redundant sensors and actuators. Otherwise, when some components break down, 

the corresponding measurement will be invalid and the necessary remedial action cannot 

exert to the process. The redundancy in the system also improves the FDI results, espe

cially when system contains model uncertainty and disturbance, redundant measurements 

help eliminate faults’ effects on diagnostic results. Meanwhile the existence of redundant 

components will simplify the design and improve the performance of FTCS. For example, 

if a system has more independent measurement, then the performance loss by using output 

feedback will be minimized as well. As for actuator redundancy, if post-fault system input 

matrix has full row rank, Pseudo-Inverse algorithm proposed in [46] can restore the closed- 

loop system matrix perfectly. Stability is the objective of highest priority for any control

6
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systems, and it is no exception for FTCS. Once the stability is retained, then fault tolerant 

controllers will try to restore other dynamic performances as much as possible depend

ing on the degree of redundancy remainded in the post-fault system. Different algorithms 

use different control strategies to achieve preset objectives, and they are the kernel part of 

FTCS design. Common control strategies used in FTCS include Pseudo-Inverse Method 

(PIM), Eigenstructure Assignment (EA), Model Following, Multiple Model Adaptive Con

trol, Four-Parameter Control and stochastic FTCS.

Pseudo-Inverse Method

Traditional Pseudo-Inverse Method (PIM) has been well used in flight control systems. 

If the input matrix has full row rank, the reconfigured system can fully restore the original 

system eigenvalues. But it is not the case without the rank condition, and in this case 

the post-fault system stability is not guaranteed. In [46], a modified PIM algorithm is 

proposed, which can guarantee the stability of the post-fault system. The design objective is 

to minimize the Frobenius norm of the difference matrix between the original and impaired 

system matrix, i.e.

m m J = \ \ ( A  +  B K ) - . ( A f  +  Bf Kf )\\F ,
Kf

where the matrices with subscript /  stand for the corresponding post-fault matrices. This 

optimization objective is equivalent to minimize the distance between eigenvalues of pre

fault and post-fault closed-loop systems. However, this algorithm does not consider the 

modeling uncertainty, hence cannot provide robust stability conditions.

Eigenstructure Assignment

Since a system’s dynamics is hot solely determined by its eigenvalues but also by its 

eigenvectors, [62] uses eigenstructure assignment methods to keep the eigenstructure of the 

post-fault system as close as possible to that of the pre-fault system. If state feedback is 

used, all of the original eigenvalues can be restored exactly, while only part of them (most 

dominant ones) can be restored if using output feedback. Through projection, the corre

sponding eigenvectors are assigned close to those of the pre-fault system. However, since 

it is impossible to restore exactly the eigenvectors of the original system, such projection

7
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cannot guarantee the similarity of the dynamics between the pre-fault and post-fault sys

tems. As same as PIM, the robust stability is not discussed. [68] adopts the similar idea, but 

with a constrained optimization to minimize the distance of the assigned eigenvectors with 

those of the pre-fault system. The constraints of this optimization reflect the requirement 

on system stability. Obviously, it leads to a better design.

Model Following Methods

For PIM, the main idea is to make the closed-loop system matrix of the reconfigured 

system close to that of the nominal one. An alternative design named as Model Following 

method shares the similar design philosophy, but with a different measure of the “close

ness” of the two systems (post-fault and nominal) [47] [56] [64]. The objective of model 

following method is to make the state trajectories of the reconfigured system as close to 

those of nominal system as possible. For the implicit model following methods, a suffi

cient condition for the perfect model following is proposed for stability, i.e. the Erzberger’s 

condition. However by using explicit model following, stability can be attained even when 

Erzberger’s condition is not satisfied. One disadvantage is its complexity, since all the 

states of the reference model need to be generated for use. A block diagram of the explicit 

model following is given in Figure 1.3.

U n

+i

Km

K e

Ku

Cm

P l a n t

M o d e l

Figure 1.3. Block diagram of explicit model following

Adaptive Control
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Due to the similar design strategies, adaptive control methods have been used in FTCS 

design. In [46], the application of multiple model adaptive control in reconfigurable flight 

control systems is discussed. In this scheme, a model set is built including one nominal 

model and other fault models. Kalman filter banks are applied to estimate the state and 

parameters. The control action is probability-weighted for each candidate model. For 

deterministic systems, the Kalman filter bank is replaced by a bank of observers. Their 

outputs are compared, and the one with the minimal value indicates the true plant model, 

then, the corresponding control law is applied [12]. Other applications of adaptive control 

can be found in [22], [106], [107], which use the plant-model matching to solve the actuator 

lock-in-place type of fault. Compared with conventional adaptive control, MMAC reacts 

faster to abrupt changes such as faults, and can greatly improve the transient response 

before convergence [84], For faults with independent effects on system output, [63] gives a 

combined design of adaptive observer and controller to estimate the fault and stabilize the 

post-fault system.

Four-parameter Control

Generally speaking, the approaches discussed above only involve controller reconfigu

ration, i.e. no FDI scheme is considered. But there are also two main kinds of integrated 

fault tolerant control systems. Here, “integrated” means that fault detection scheme is 

designed with controller simultaneously or the characteristics of FDI are taken into consid

eration during the controller design. The so-called “four-parameter control” is one kind of 

passive FTC design, where both feedback controller design and fault detection design are 

carried out at the same time.

Four-parameter controller [58] took the name from the original setting, where con

troller/ observer to be designed can be split into four parts, i.e. four transfer functions. In 

this setting, FDI and controller are simultaneously designed using mixed optimization or 

multi-objective design methods. The following figures show its configuration [85]:

In Figure 1.4(a), w, u, z, y c, are exogenous input, control signal, controlled variable and 

ideal output; f a, f s stand for actuator and sensor faults respectively, a is the diagnostic 

signal. This configuration, when considering model uncertainty, can be transformed into

9
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Figure 1.4. Four-parameter controller structure : (a) system setup (b) standard setup with 

model uncertainty

the standard formulation in robust control. In Figure 1.4(b), r is the diagnostic signal, fault 

models are included in the generalized system as frequency weight on the fault signals: 

/  =  Wf(s)v , where v is a signal that is anticipated to have a flat power spectrum. With 

this formulation, robust control theories can be applied for integrated system design to deal 

with disturbances and model uncertainties. For example, the following design objectives 

can be minimized for the system shown in Figure 1.4(b):

disturbance rejection and system robustness, 

l l ^ z v l l  oo minimize effects of undetectable faults,

||Gnv||oo : reduce false alarms,

| |C z r v ||oo  : alarm signal is a good estimate of potential faults.

Since such a design involves more than one objective, therefore multi-objective design or 

mixed-objective design must be used to handle the design problem.

This integrated FDI and controller design guarantees the performance and robustness. 

However, this scheme treats the faults as exogenous unknown input terms which are inde

pendent from system control or state, hence this design is quite restrictive since it is only

applicable for sensor bias and drift among all kinds of faults discussed in Section 1.2. In 

other word, faults considered in this FTCS scheme do not challenge system stability. A 

similar system structure is used in [111], For actuators belong to a specific set, stability can 

be guaranteed, and performance measured by norm can be maintained.

10
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Due to the increasing interests in multiple-objective control design, this integrated ap

proach has attracted lots of attention recently. Some new results include: mixed # 2 /#°° 

approach to simultaneous fault detection and feedback controller design [66]; and later that 

work has been extended to FDI design using the same methodology [67] to cope with ad

ditive fault signals with different characteristics, i.e. L2 bounded and white noise. Similar 

works include FDI design for uncertain systems under feedback control [53] etc.

The stochastic approach using Markovian Jump Linear System model

Because faults can change the system dynamics, a series of models can be used to 

represent different scenarios including the normal operation mode and multiple faults. A 

homogeneous Markov chain can then be used for representing such jumps among multiple 

models. In this formulation, the task of FDI is to retrieve the system modes from input- 

output data, and controller reconfiguration is carried out based on FDI decision.

This approach is the other integrated approach for FTCS. It provides an integrated 

framework to analyze and design for stochastic stability and performance of FTCS. The 

strength of this approach lies in its ability to accommodate random nature of fault occur

rence and parametric faults. When FDI scheme is modeled by another stochastic process 

independent from the system fault process, imperfect FDI decisions such as detection de

lay, false alarms and missing detections can be quantized and taken into consideration when 

passive or active fault tolerant controller is designed.

Though this stochastic FTCS share the same representation with Markovian Jump Lin

ear Systems (MJLS), the main difference lies in that the former have FDI scheme based 

on whose decision that controller reconfiguration is made, while in MJLS, the system fault 

mode is assumed to be instantly available for control.

As this approach “combines robustness design with reconfigurable control and FDI, it 

is a challenging and emerging theoretical field in fault tolerant control” [92]. The main 

work of this thesis focuses on the analysis and design within this stochastic framework, 

and the detailed introduction and discussion are given Chapter 3.

11
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1.4 Motivation of the Research

FDI scheme and controller reconfiguration are two main ingredients of active FTCS. But in 

existing literatures, most of active FTCS designs neglect dynamics of the FDI mechanism, 

instead, they assume that FDI can provide immediate and correct post-fault system infor

mation for controller reconfiguration. However, when disturbances and model uncertainties 

are present, such a “perfect” FDI assumption does not hold in most practical applications. 

The decision and information provided by FDI may be incomplete or even incorrect, e.g. 

unisolatable faults, false alarms, missing detection and detection delay, etc. Without taking 

these characteristics into consideration, the fault tolerant controller designed cannot achieve 

satisfactory performance for overall FTCS. Hence an integrated FTCS is more desirable for 

achieving better fault tolerance capability and performance. An integrated design means 

that the characteristics of both FDI and control are considered in the closed-loop form, 

and trade-offs are taken into account in the design so that functions of FDI and control 

reconfiguration are well-balanced to guarantee the overall system performance. The inte

grated framework based on Linear Systems with Markovian Jumping Parameters (LSMJP) 

provides a good framework, where these issues can be studied.

The study of the stochastic active FTCS using MJLS as the open-loop system dates back 

to 1989, where besides the stochastic process representing fault process, there is another 

stochastic process standing for FDI decision. Since then, many researchers have worked in 

this area. However, most of the works in this area concentrate on the stability analysis or 

synthesis of controller accessing both system real fault mode and FDI decision, which is 

hard to satisfy in practical applications. The assumption that both system real fault mode 

and FDI mode are available for control obscures the role of FDI scheme, and makes the 

introduction of FDI scheme redundant and unnecessary. Therefore, a more reasonable as

sumption is that controller reconfiguration is solely based on FDI decisions. However, with 

this assumption, numerous available results on MJLS cannot be applied directly into the 

area of FTCS. To design a FDI-based controller, the main obstacle lies in that if assuming 

controller solely accesses FDI decision but no real fault mode, the number of controllers to 

be solved is much fewer than the total number of constraints. Hence it becomes a multi-
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objective design problem, which in general cannot be solved efficiently. To find effective 

methods to design FDI-based controller is the main motivation of the research.

In this stochastic active FTCS framework, FDI decisions are conventionally modeled 

by a piecewise Markov chain. However, it implies that the FDI algorithm is memoryless, 

which is not the case for most of advanced FDI schemes. Under some circumstances, such 

a modeling of FDI decision process should be extended to more complex situations, such 

as using a semi-Markov chain. For this reason, in this thesis, systems with random fault 

detection delay are studied. Furthermore, performances besides stability should be defined 

and introduced into the analysis and synthesis of controller for active stochastic FTCS.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 introduces some modeling methods of FDI decision process. These include 

modeling only fault detection delay when systems are subject to “strongly detectable faults” 

and modeling using stochastic processes. The Markov chain modeling is the focus and it 

will be shown in Chapter 6 that some semi-Markov chain modelings can be transformed 

into this case by augmentation of Markov chain.

Chapter 3 describes the stochastic fault tolerant control framework based on MJLS 

model. Since MJLS is adopted as the open-loop system model, the work on MJLS is 

reviewed first and the differences between MJLS and the stochastic FTCS are pointed out 

after the latter is introduced in details. For these stochastic systems, the stochastic stability 

should be chosen as the primary design objective. Different from deterministic systems, 

stochastic stability has many different definitions. These definitions are provided. Parallel 

to the deterministic cases, stochastic Lyapunov function will be the powerful tool in the 

stability analysis and stabilizing controller synthesis of the stochastic systems.

In Chapter 4, using the conventional stochastic FTCS model, where FDI scheme is mod

eled by a Markov chain, the stabilization results using the Mean Square Stability (MSS) 

criterion for controller with different forms are summarized and expressed in terms of Lin

ear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs), which can be efficiently solved using many available con-
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vex optimization toolboxes. Compared to the available results that involve solving coupled 

Riccati equations, results given in this chapter are much simpler and easier to use. In this 

chapter, stabilizing controllers include the “full information” controller (controller accesses 

both real fault mode and mode of the FDI decision process) and the FDI-based controller 

are designed. Due to the complexity in the synthesis of the latter, a two-step procedure is 

given using Projection Lemma. For state feedback controller synthesis, techniques from 

mixed objective design can be employed to obtain an improved design approach.

In Chapter 5, besides the MSS, the analysis and synthesis for reconfigurable controllers 

satisfying Hi  performance are studied. Adopting the operator theory proposed by Costa 

and his colleagues, the conditions for MSS and the Hi  performance are expressed in terms 

of nonlinear matrix inequalities, iterative LMI algorithms are then presented, which adopt 

the techniques from multi-objective control design, to effectively solve the design problem. 

The synthesis for state feedback, output feedback in both continuous-time and discrete-time 

is discussed.

Hoo performance with respect to h i  bounded disturbance is the main concern in Chap

ter 6. Different from settings in previous chapters, systems with fault detection delay are 

to analyze and design. The assumption made is that the fault detection delay is an ex

ponentially distributed random variable. FDI decision process under the circumstances is 

actually a semi-Markov chain, which undoubtedly may be more realistic than the Markov 

chain modeling. In addition, two extensions are made so that the topic can be covered in 

complete. The result are first extended to the conventionally two-Markov-chain framework 

but with a more general performance than the Hoo called stochastic integral quadratic con

straint (SIQC). And the second extension discussed is on a non-exponential fault detection 

delay case, where the hypoexponential distribution is used to approximate an arbitrary dis

tribution. This approach provides a feasible way to study FTCS employing complicated 

FDI algorithms such as Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) which does not satisfy 

the memoryless property.

Finally, the conclusions are drawn and the future work are discussed in Chapter 7.
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1.6 Contribution

The contribution of this thesis includes three parts. First, available results on the “full in

formation” controller synthesis are rewritten in terms of LMIs. Compared with the original 

conditions, results here are much simpler and more straightforward. In addition, three ap

proaches are proposed for the more practical “FDI-based” stabilization controller design, 

including LMI based and iterative LMI based.

Next, besides Mean Square Stability, Hi  and performances are introduced into this 

stochastic FTCS framework as design objectives, and controllers are designed using these 

performance objectives.

Last, analysis and synthesis results are extended to stochastic FTCS where FDI deci

sion process is modeled by a semi-Markov chain. By using hypoexponentially distributed 

random variables to approximate the mode sojourn time of the semi-Markov chain, the sys

tem can be Markovianized, then previous results can be applied. This method provides an 

engineering approach to solve problems such as stochastic FTCS with semi-Markov chain 

modeling of FDI decision processes, and non-Markovian Jump Linear Systems.

15
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Chapter 2

Modeling of the FDI Decision Process

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, modeling of faults according to their occurrence locations was 

discussed. For active FTCS, the FDI scheme is an important component based on whose 

outcome the controller is reconfigured. Obviously, the performance of FDI will directly 

affect the stability and performance of FTCS. Therefore, modeling of FDI decision process 

is necessary in an integrated FTCS in order to perform the analysis and synthesis in a 

closed-loop configuration.

The role of FDI scheme is to detect and estimate faults after their occurrences. Since 

some performance criteria, such as missing detection rate, false alarm rate and detection 

delay may be contradictory in design, trade-offs are necessary. Therefore, performance of 

FDI is dependent on the nature of the faults, the chosen design objectives and the fault 

diagnosis algorithms.

When focused on the evolution of systems subject to random faults modeled by a 

Markov chain, modeling of FDI decision process using stochastic processes is natural. 

Such a problem will be discussed in this chapter, where faults are considered to be random 

and can be described by a Markov chain.

In this chapter, to simplify the analysis, a special category of faults named as “strongly 

detectable faults” is considered first, for which the FDI scheme can always make correct
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decisions after a fault detection delay. This delay can be an arbitrary distributed random 

variable depending on the specific faults present and FDI algorithms used. Exponential 

distribution is the simplest case that can model the memoryless FDI algorithm, while the 

hypoexponential distribution is more general and can be used to approximate other distri

butions.

2.2 FDI Decision Process: Detection Delays

Practical FDI subsystems may have imperfect decisions in terms of detection delays, false 

alarms and missing detections. A simple modeling of FDI scheme is just to consider fault 

detection delays, with the assumption that all faults present in the system can be eventually 

detected and identified. Actually, this modeling is quite simple yet can still capture the 

characteristics of many practical systems.

The assumption that all faults present in the system can be detected and identified can be 

satisfied if those faults belongs to the category named as “strongly detectable faults”. This 

category of faults can be guaranteed to be detectable even in the presence of disturbance.

In the area of fault detection, the research on “strongly detectable faults” is the extension 

of the Unknown Input Observer (UIO) approach, which has the limitation when the perfect 

decoupling conditions cannot be satisfied due to the presence of model uncertainties and 

disturbances.

Hou and Patton found that when the residual becomes robust to disturbance, it be

comes insensitive to faults as well [54]. To overcome this shortcoming, both robustness to 

disturbances and sensitivity to faults should be taken into consideration and properly com

promised, where fault sensitivity can be measured by the H -  index, which is defined as the 

minimal eigenvalue of a transfer function.

However, obstacles still exist in this design. Since H_ is not a system norm, it prevents 

us from directly using robust control related theory to carry out the design. For this rea

son, many efforts are not very successful. Some trial and error is needed as for [54], and a 

heuristic iterative LMI algorithm was proposed in [113] without guarantee of convergence.
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As a result, a more conservative Hco/H„ design is used. Using the concept of “inverse 

system” and multi-objective optimization techniques, [108] proposed algorithms for both 

static and dynamic fault detection observers design using iterative LMI algorithm for sys

tems with square transfer function. The main breakthrough was made in [73], where the 

analytical expression of is given. With this result available, the multi-objective design 

can be applied for solving H ^ / H -  problem using available iterative LMI techniques.

Note that given the threshold Jth, the fault detection delay is defined as the minimum 7  ̂

satisfying

where r(t) is the residual generated.

2.2.1 Exponentially Distributed Fault Detection Delay

It is proper to consider the randomness of the fault detection delay. From (1.5), the fault 

f i t )  is dependent on system state x(t) and a fault related additive signal v(t). Notice that 

the fault occurrence time instant tF is random, which makes x{tp) and v{tp) random as well. 

Since the detection time Tj is dependent on x(tp) and v(tp), Tj is also a random variable.

The simplest fault detection logic is to compare the current residual with a threshold 

and make decision, which means only the current observation of the residual is used and 

discarded in the next test when a new observation is available. Under the circumstances, 

the FDI decision has the memoryless property, and the fault detection delay can be mod

eled as a memoryless random variable, e.g. one with the exponential distribution, whose 

probability density function (PDF) is shown in Figure 2.1.

In practice, exponential distribution arises in the modeling of the time between occur

rence of events, the lifetime of devices and systems, and it can be obtained as a limiting 

form of the geometric random variable [72]. If MJLS model is used to represent open- 

loop FTCS, an advantage for using exponential distribution lies in its natural relationship 

with Markov chains. The time that a Markov chain occupies a specific state, also called 

the dwell time or sojourn time, is an exponential distributed random variable. Therefore,
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Figure 2.1. PDF of exponential random variable (A =  2)

using the exponential distribution assumption for fault detection delays may lead to a joint 

Markov process in analysis of such a system.

2.2.2 Non-exponentially Distributed Detection Delay

The memoryless property of the exponentially distributed fault detection delay means that 

the time FDI needs to make a decision is independent of the time elapsed. Through its 

probability density function, it implies that most of the faults are more likely to be detected 

at the very beginning after faults occur. This seems to be contradicting with the common 

sense that at the early stage, information extracted from the residual is insufficient to make 

a good decision compared to that at a later time.

For more advanced FDI schemes, past observations are often utilized to provide as 

much information as possible. The FDI scheme will continuously update certain index 

as new samples are available until decision can be made, and FDI scheme will be reset 

thereafter. This category of algorithms for fault detection includes: Sequential Probability 

Ratio Test (SPRT) and cumulative sum test (CUSUM) [6 ], For FDI schemes using these 

algorithms, the memoryless property does not hold. Therefore, exponential distribution 

may not be appropriate for modeling FDI delay in general, especially when more complex
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FDI schemes are used.

In [114], for a fault tolerant navigation system employing SPRT to decrease the false 

alarm rate, it shows that a second order Erlang distribution can approximate the fault de

tection delay well.

A more general random distribution, namely, hypoexponential distribution, is a simple 

extension of the exponential distribution to model the FDI delay. A hypoexponentially 

distributed random variable is the sum of two or more independent exponential random 

variables.

The expression of the hypoexponential distribution is given as:

where X;, i =  1 ,2 , . . . , N  are independent exponentially distributed random variables with 

the rate parameter A A  special case is when VA,- — A, i =  1 ,2 ,..., N  and it is known as the 

“Erlang distribution”.

The main reason to study hypoexponential distribution is due to its closeness to a so- 

called ‘hyperexponential distribution”, whose probability density function (PDF) is given

An important characteristics of the “hyperexponential distribution” is that it can ap

proximate arbitrary distributions on [0, +°°) with arbitrary precision [13]. Unfortunately, 

since p* may be negative, it hinders the application of this distribution in modeling of FDI 

decision process. However, it will be shown later that the “hyperexponential distribution” 

can still approximate many random distributions well enough.

The PDF of the hypoexponential distribution is not trivial to compute. Consider two 

cases here. The first case is for the sum of N  =  2 exponentially distributed RVs, X, with 

PDF fxj(x) =  Xie~^‘x, and Ai ^  A2 . Then the PDF of Y =  X\ +  X2 can be obtained as

N
Y ^ ' Z X i , (2.1)

(=1

as:
N N

fY =  ^ P i k e  XiX, £ p j  =  l .

(2 .2)
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Similarly, when N  = 3 and the rate parameters satisfy A2 =  A3 and Ai /  A2 , the PDF of 

Y — X\ +  X2 + X3 becomes

AiA,
f r ( y )   y _  ^ 1^2 | C-A2y +  / l1^2 _ - A 2.y-ye y > 0 . (2.3)

(Ai — A2)2 ( A t — A2)2 Ai — A2'

The “hypoexponential distribution” can be used to exactly represent the x 2 distribution 

and the y distribution. The following example shows how to approximate a non-exponential 

distributed detection delay. The objective is to approximate a log normal distribution, for 

which the logarithm of a variable has a normal distribution. This distribution is used instead 

of normal distribution due to the fact that fault detection delay should always be greater than 

zero.

Example 2.1 In this example, it is shown that the PDF of a random variable, which is the 

summation of exponentially distributed random variable, can be used to approximate the 

PDF of a log normal distribution.

PDFs of Lognormal, Summation of Exponential RVs
0.7

-  -  N=2 
■ -  • N=3

Lognormal0.6

0.5

0.4
IL□
CL

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
1.5 2 3 3.5 4 4.5 50 0.5 1 2.5

Time (second)

Figure 2.2. Approximation of non-exponential RV using summation of exponential RVs

In Figure 2.2, the solid curve shows the PDF of the log normal distribution, with S =  

1, M — 0; the dashed curve represents the PDF of summation of two exponential random 

variables with Ai =  1, A2 =  5; the dash-dotted curve shows the PDF of summation of two 

exponential random variables with A] =  1, A2 =  2, A3 =  2. Obviously, using summation of
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two exponentially distributed random variables, an approximation close to the log normal 

distribution is obtained.

2.3 Modeling of FDI Decision Process Using Stochastic Pro

cesses

2.3.1 FDI Modeling Using Stochastic Processes

The previous discussion only focused on modeling the random fault detection delay. Con

sidering other characteristics, e.g. false alarms, missing detections, etc, the FDI decision 

process can be modeled as a separate stochastic process from the fault process.

Markov processes represent the simplest generalization of independent processes by 

allowing the outcome at any instant to depend only on the outcome that precedes it and 

none before that. In another word, for a Markov process £(t), the past has no influence on 

the future if the present is specified. This means that if tn_\ < tn, then

P r { C ( t n) ^  Xn \ ? —  tn—1 }  —  P r { C ( t n )  5 :  x n\  C ( f i z —  l ) }  •

A Markov chain is a special kind of Markov process where the system can occupy a 

finite or countably infinite number of states, such that the future evolution of the process, 

once it is in a given state, depends only on the present state but not on how it arrives 

at that state [90]. A Markov chain is said to be homogeneous in time if the probability 

Pr{£ (tm) =  xm| £ (tn) =  xn} depends only on the difference m — n.

The homogeneous Markov chain is one of the most common choices for modeling fault 

process, where countable finite states are used to indicate normal and faulty scenarios of the 

system. And the switching from one state to another may represent onset of a specific fault 

or resume of normal operation from a faulty scenario after reparations. The homogeneous 

assumption holds in general since for most of systems, the reliability related performances 

are time invariant. An important prerequisite for using Markov chain is that each transition 

should be an independent event. To use this representation of random faults, a priori in

formation about the distribution of the mode sojourn time, and state transition probability
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must be obtained before analysis and design can be carried out within this framework. In 

discrete-time, it means that information in the form of an a priori probability distribution 

for the mode transition time is known. The a priori probability can be either obtained from 

historical data or from Monte Carlo simulations.

For systems subject to the fault process modeling by a Markov chain, FDI decision 

process is determined by the properties of faults and the algorithm used. Control engineers 

and researchers from signal processing field have different opinions on the modeling of FDI 

decision process. Engineers observed that in most high reliability fault-tolerant control 

systems, the occurrence of component faults is relatively rare compared to the frequent 

occurrence of redundancy management decision events. This property leads to a system 

with events of two time-scales: a slow time-scale for fault events and a fast time-scale for 

FDI events [115]. Therefore, common fault detection and identification algorithms can still 

be applied in this framework.

Researchers from signal processing field tend to construct specific algorithms to iden

tify the fault mode from input-output data, and the transition rate matrix of the fault Markov 

chain. This was first investigated in early 1950’s for online quality control problems. Nowa

days many algorithms have been developed to solve the Markov chain mode estimation 

problem [6 ].

To be specific, consider the following Markovian Jump Linear System:

where x(t) G R” represents the system state vector, u(t) e  Rw the system input vector, 

y(t) € Rs the system output, w(t) e  Rp is the unknown exogenous disturbance/noise. £ (t) 

is assumed to be a measurable homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain with a finite 

state space Si =  {1 , 2 ,

The transition probability of the fault process £(?) is described as follows:

xit) =A(C(t) , t )x(t)+B(£(t) , t )u(t)+D(C(t))w(t)  

y(t) = C(£(t))x(t) +E(C(t))w(t),
(2.4)

C( t ) : P r { a t  + *t) = j m  = i} =
1 -I- cCuAt +  o(At), i — y,
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where an = —XjeSi, j& aU’ At >  0 , =  0 , and a ,7  is the transition rate of the fault

process.

The objective of the FDI scheme can be achieved by estimating Markov state £ (t) 

and/or continuous system states x(t). Some recent related works include: stochastic sam

pling algorithm for maximum a posteriori (MAP) state estimate of Markov state [36], par

ticle filter method [37], iterative algorithm for marginal MAP sequence estimate of the 

Markov chain (MMAP) [38], expectation maximization (EM) for MAP [74], interacting 

multiple model (IMM) method [65], and a research monograph on the Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) approach [39],

However, it is worth mentioning that computing the conditional mean state estimates 

<f{x(£)|y(l),y(2),...,y(&)} and S’(£(& )|y(l),y(2),. . . ,y(&)} (consider discrete-time case 

here with y(i) as system output) for MJLS is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization prob

lem. The computation burden exponentially increases with the number of output samples 

{y(l),y(2),.. . ,y(k)} k. Therefore, suboptimal methods are the only feasible approaches to 

handle this problem. Except computation burdens, some disadvantages are common with 

the current algorithms: local optimum and inconsistent state estimates. These factors make 

it extremely hard to analyze the exact distribution of FDI decision process. To the author’s 

knowledge, there is no algorithm available for online use.

Therefore, in this thesis, it is assumed that those regular FDI algorithms can be applied 

here to provide estimation of system fault process. To simplify the analysis and synthe

sis, the Markov chain and the semi-Markov chain can be used to model the FDI decision 

process.

The Markov chain is most commonly used in the context of FDI decision process. The 

following formulation was firstly introduced by Srichander and Walker in 1993 [104]:

Assume that the FDI decision process 77 (t ) is modeled as separate Markov chain taking 

values on ^ 2  =  {1 , 2 , . . . ,  7 2 } with state transition rate depending on the current state of

C(0=
| j6 - Ar-fo(Ar), j  ^ s ,

( l + P j j At  +  ° ( A t ) ’ J ~  s -
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As an extension of Markov chain modeling, the semi-Markov chain is already widely 

used in reliability analysis of systems. A semi-Markov process Z(t),  also denoted as a 

Markov renewal process, is associated with and can be constructed from a pair of processes 

(X,F), where X  is a Markov chain with state space S and state transition probability P, 

whereas Y is a process for which Y(n) depends only on r = X ( n — 1) and s = X(n),  and 

whose distribution function is Frs. The semi-Markov process Z is then the process that 

chooses its state on S according to X(n),  and that chooses the transition time from X (n — 1) 

to X(n)  according to Y(n). Since the properties of Y (such as mean transition time) may 

depend on which state X chooses next, the processes Z(t) are in general not a Markov 

process. Yet, the associated process {X(n),Y(n)}  is a Markov process. Hence the name 

semi-Markov.

The difference between Markov chain and semi-Markov chain is that in the latter, the 

state occupancy time is not memoryless, i.e. exponentially distributed, but depends on 

the next state and how long it has been sojourned on the current state. According to the 

previous discussion, the semi-Markov chain undoubtedly provides more freedom and is 

more appropriate to describe the real nature of FDI scheme employing advanced algorithm 

such as SPRT. In the area of fault tolerant control systems, such a semi-Markov chain 

modeling was first proposed by Wereley and Walker in 1990 [115]. However, till now, 

though this modeling is widely employed in the reliability analysis of systems, it has not 

been used in analysis and synthesis in control systems due to its complexity. Analytical 

results, e.g. stability conditions are difficult to obtain for systems governed by a semi- 

Markov chain.

2.3.2 Determination of Transition Rates

As stated in the previous sections, to analyze and design systems with Markov chains, the 

prerequisite is that the transition rate matrices of Markov chains are available. In practice, 

such information can be obtained from Monte Carlo simulation and historical data.

For the homogeneous Markov chain £ (t) representing fault process with the genera

tor matrix [a(;] (or denoted as transition rate matrix), the entries can be determined from
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historical data. The theoretical foundation is that a Markov process can be viewed as the 

composition of an embedded Markov chain with exponential sojourn times [90],

Consider the system with q\ — 1 fault scenarios, e.g. the Markov chain £(r) has q\ 

modes. Associate the system under normal operation with mode 1, and the other modes 

are used to denote faulty scenarios. Then the reliability index MTBF (Mean Time Between 

Failures) is just the reciprocal of —a n  =  a]h e-S- a fau^ expected to happen after 

an exponentially distributed time with the rate parameter —a m  Other entries can be deter

mined from the number of total faults recorded, e.g. n. If a specific fault associated with 

mode j  happened m times, it follows that the transition rate oc\j =  - a n ” . Similarly, for 

the fault associated with mode i, the average time staying in this fault (before it is repaired 

or transited to another type of fault) is — , and other entries of the i-th row of the generator

matrix can be determined following the same rules.

If the FDI decision process r} (t ) is modeled as a Markov chain as well, then its transition 

rates can be determined using the same method as described above. If a semi-Markov chain 

is used instead, when the state transition is made from i to j , besides the state transition 

probability matrix, the distribution of sojourn time Fij should also be determined. In this 

case, the distribution is not exponential any more. This can be determined by a priori 

knowledge of the random distribution type and using the historical data to estimate the 

parameter for that specific distribution.

The quality of transition rates determined by this method is dependent on the length 

of the historical data. They may not be very exact if the historical data is not sufficient. 

However, if only the upper and lower bounds of transition rates are known, or the transition 

rate lies in a convex set, there are certain techniques available to handle these kinds of 

transition rate uncertainties while maintaining robust stability and robust performance [29]. 

For more complex transition rate uncertainty description, iterative LMI algorithm can be 

used to reduce the number of inequalities involved [118].
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Chapter 3

Stochastic FTCS: Framework and 

Analysis

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the integrated stochastic FTCS using MJLS model is introduced. The open- 

loop systems subject parametric faults are represented using Linear Systems with Marko

vian Jumping Parameters (LSMJP). However, unlike control of MJLS, where controller can 

access fault mode instantly, FDI mechanism is employed in active FTCS to fulfill the detec

tion and identification of faults. The FDI decision process can be modeled by a stochastic 

process, conventionally by a separate Markov chain.

MJLS is introduced first and the literatures are reviewed, due to its relation with the 

stochastic FTCS. The latter is discussed thereafter and the differences from the former are 

analyzed, and literatures within this framework are reviewed then. Definitions on stochas

tic stability of different forms are given, and then stochastic Lyapunov functions are intro

duced, which are powerful in dealing with stability analysis and controller synthesis for 

stochastic systems.
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3.2 Description of the Open-loop Stochastic FTCS

The occurrences of faults are random in nature. In other word, when a fault happens in 

practical systems can never be exactly predicted. Therefore, it is natural to use stochas

tic processes to describe such kind of events. When it comes to study of linear systems 

with parametric faults, Markovian Jump Linear Systems (MJLS), also called as Linear 

Systems with Markovian Jumping Parameters, can be used to represent such a kind of sys

tems. The pre-fault and post-fault systems can be modeled by a linear system but with 

different parameters, while the switching, which stands for the occurrence of faults and 

reparation/replacement, is governed by a homogeneous Markov chain:

x{t)=A(C(t), t )x(t)+B(C(t), t )u(t)+D(C(t))w(t) ,

where x(t) € M” represents the system state vector, u(t) € Rm is the system input vector, 

y(t) € M5 is the system output and w(t) € is the unknown exogenous disturbance. £(f) 

is assumed to be a measurable homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain with a finite 

state space Si =  {1,2, In the background of FTCS, £(t) (also called as the form

process) models the fault process, and A(£(f)), B(£(t)),  C(£(f)), D(£(t)),  E(£(t))  are of 

appropriate dimensions. It represents a set of linear systems in accordance with different 

system conditions (so called “modes”) modeled by £(?).

The transition probability of the fault process £(f), is described as follows:

C0 ) :  Pr{ c(t +  At) =  ; | C(0 =  *'} =
0CijAt + o(&t), t y j

, h j e S  i. (3.2)
1 -f- da At -|- o (At), i =  j

Where a,,- =  —X/eSi, j^ ia ij  ̂At > 0, ^hrn^^p =  0, and a tj is the transition rate of the fault 

process.

The MJLS given in (3.1) is widely used to represent abrupt changes occurred in the 

system dynamics. These kind of changes may include system component fault occurrences 

and repairs, changes in subsystems interconnections, abrupt changes in operation points 

etc.
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The study of MJLS can be dated back to early 1960’s, and it attracted a lot of inter

est around 1990’s. Before 1994, most of work was on the analysis of MJLS, especially 

on controllability, observability and stability conditions [59], [60], [42], some works tack

led the optimal control problems such as LQG [117], [61]. However, since the synthesis 

of controller involves solving coupled Riccati equations, which is very complicated, less 

work touched the controller synthesis of MJLS, and researchers had to construct iterative 

methods to solve coupled Riccati equations with no guarantee of the global optimum.

This situation is changed after Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) was introduced in sys

tems and control [18]. In 1996, M.A. Rami and L.E. Ghaoui first successfully formulated 

controller synthesis for continuous-time MJLS in terms of a LMI, which is a convex op

timization problem and the global optimum can be found. Hence it greatly improves the 

previous design [93], [49], Since then, research on system analysis and controller synthe

sis for MJLS has been very active, especially on those Lyapunov function based design 

methods.

In the area of MJLS, a wide range of problems have been studied since the last two 

decades. Results on stability, optimal control and robust performance can be found in a 

flurry of published papers and research monographs. Important results are cited without 

any intention of being exhaustive here: state-feedback stabilization [49], dynamic out

put feedback control formulation [41], TL-based model reduction [119], necessary and 

sufficient conditions for robust stability of continuous-time systems [28], guaranteed cost 

control [14], Hoo control design using game theory [89], H2 control [26], [29], robust /L  

control [31], H„„ filtering for continuous-time and discrete-time systems [101], [102], fil

tering [32], [44], Hoo design for time-delay systems [48], “Separation Principle” in Kalman 

filter-based controller design [33], H2 control with cluster observation [110], robust sta

bilization with uncertain transition rates [118], almost sure stability analysis [11], mean 

square stabilization with partial mode information [43], stability with respect to different 

kinds of disturbance [45], 5-moment stability conditions [40], singular systems stabiliza

tion [17]. And research monographes on MJLS include: summary of research on MJLS 

before 1990’s by Mariton [80], the latest Analytical Point of View method by Costa [34],
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and the design for MJLS with time-delay by Boukas [16].

However, most of the works on MJLS assume that the system mode C(f) is immediately 

available for control, which implies that it is directly observable. But in most practical 

systems, such an assumption does not hold. In the context of active FTCS, the system 

mode indicates if a fault has occurred, and it is actually identified by the FDI scheme.

In the standard two-step procedure of fault detection, the first step involves generation 

of the residual signal and then it is evaluated to see if some fault happens. Due to the 

presence of disturbance and model uncertainties, a non-zero threshold is often used in the 

residual evaluation. Obviously, a time delay, called “detection delay”, is caused during 

this procedure. On the other hand, for systems with model uncertainties or external dis

turbances, unless some conditions are satisfied, perfect detection and isolation of faults are 

extremely hard, and missing detection and false alarms are inevitable. Unfortunately, con

trol of MJLS does not take these factors into consideration, and that is the reason to adapt 

this model by introducing an additional stochastic process standing for FDI decision into 

the formulation of stochastic FTCS.

3.3 Description of the Closed-loop Stochastic FTCS

As discussed before, the difference between MJLS and FTCS with stochastic framework 

lies in the control action. For MJLS, the control action has the form w( £(/)). Since £(/) 

means the fault process, it implies in MJLS that the system fault mode is immediately 

available and can be used in feedback control.

In fault tolerant control systems, the form of control law varies depending on the type 

of the system and the assumption adopted. For passive FTCS, there is no FDI process, and 

the controller is the same for all circumstances, i.e. control action is independent of mode 

C(t)- When it comes to active FTCS, the FDI subsystem, a main ingredient of active FTCS, 

fulfill the task to provide the detection and identification of the system fault mode changes, 

and output its decision as rj (t) to the controller reconfiguration scheme. 17 (t) is generally a 

stochastic process since FDI subsystem always tries to follow the stochastic process £(?).
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Therefore, in active FTCS, control action will access FDI decision

To conclude, the control action in FTCS may have the following forms:

(1) Passive FTC: no controller reconfiguration, control action has the form u(t).

(2) “Full information” active FTC: controller accesses both fault and FDI information, 

control action has the form u(t,£(t),r}(t)).

(3) “FDI-based” active FTC: controller access only FDI information, control action has 

the form u(t,r](t)).

In this thesis, the main focus is on FTCS analysis and controller design for the “FDI- 

based” active FTC, since it is reasonable in the context of active FTC. However, for com

pleteness of the results, the results on stabilization of systems using “full information” 

active fault tolerant controller will also be covered in Chapter 4. And the passive fault tol

erant controller design can be carried out using the same iterative LMI algorithm proposed 

in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, although it is definitely not the focus.

Conventionally the FDI decision process rj(t) is assumed to be a separate and mea

surable piecewise homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains with finite state spaces 

S2 =  {1,2, ...,^2 }, (<72 <  <?i in general). It represents the decision process of the FDI, and 

its transition probabilities are given as:

| /3M/ +  o(Af),
rj( t ): Pr{r\(t +  At) =  j\C(t) = k, rj(f) =  *'} = < , i j  € S2,

^ l+ j3 |A r  +  o(Ar), i =  j ,
(3.3)

where =  — E/eS2, j^i A j’ and Ay is the transition rate of the FDI process conditioned on 

the current state of the fault process £(t).

This setting of FDI decision process together with the setting for open-loop FTCS (3.1) 

consists of the basic setup for stochastic FTCS to study throughout this chapter. Further 

extension to the semi-Markov chain modeling of FDI decision process can be handled 

based on this basic setup, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Remark 3.1 In many works, researchers use separate Markov chains to describe faults o f 

different types occurred in the system, i.e. system component faults, actuator faults and 

sensor faults are represented by separate independent homogeneous Markov chains, such 

as in [1] and [76]. For example, in [76], the FTCS is described as:

*(t) = A(£(t))x(t) +B(r](t))u(x(t), '¥(t),t) ) ,

where £(f), rj(t), 'F(f) are separate Markov chains.

Although this formulation may look reasonable and give a more accurate description o f 

the system, from a mathematical point o f view, it is redundant and unnecessary. Since C, (t) 

andr)(t) here both belong to system fault, they can be augmented into a joint Markov chain 

as {£(?), r\ (t)}. From stochastic process theory, the transition rates for the joint Markov 

chain can be explicitly expressed in terms o f transition rates off, (t ) and r\ (t). This assertion 

applies to systems with an additional Markov chain standing for sensor faults. Therefore, 

all these situations can be reduced to a standard two-Markov-chain setting without loss o f 

generality, where one Markov chain stands for system fault process and the other represents 

FDI decision process. This can simplify the notation o f the system and save lots o f efforts 

in derivations later.

In 1989, Mariton first introduced this formulation into the study of stochastic FTCS, but 

with some modification [79]. In 1993, Srichander and Walker formalized the description 

of this framework [104] using MJLS with two Markov chains, and analyzed the stabil

ity of the FTCS. After that, a bunch of problems have been studied by many researchers 

using this framework. These works include: Hoo control for the uncertain continuous

time systems [98], robust disturbance attenuation for discrete-time systems [99], uncertain 

continuous-time system stabilization [78], stability analysis for systems with noise [75], 

stochastic stability analysis with multiple failure processes [76], Hoo control for sampled- 

data systems [55]. Other works include output feedback stabilization [1] and Hoo stabiliza

tion using dynamic output feedback [2], bilinear system stability [3], performance analysis 

using SIQC index [23], [24], and there is also a research monograph within this frame

work [77].
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However, most of the works on active FTC is based on the assumption that controller 

accesses both system fault mode £(t) and FDI decision r](t). With this assumption, the 

number of controllers is the same as that of the constraints on stability or performance. 

Thus it generally can be converted into conditions in terms of LMIs, and results on MJLS 

control can be applied. However, this assumption, which can simplify the design of con

troller on one hand, obscures the role of FDI on the other hand. It also hinders the applica

tion of the theory into applications. Under these circumstances, it is necessary to build on 

controller which solely access FDI decision results in stead of system real fault mode.

3.4 Stochastic Stability

3.4.1 Definitions

The requirement of stability is always the objective of the highest priority in the control 

system design. Due to the presence of Markov chains C,{t) and r\(t), the FTCS shown in

(3.1) is a stochastic system, and the stability to be studied is also in the stochastic sense. 

Compared with the deterministic setting, stability in stochastic setting is more difficult in 

that there are several ways of defining stability.

Without loss of generality, consider the following stochastic system:

x(t) =A(t , '¥( t ) )x( t ) , (3.4)

where T'(t) is a Markov process taking values on 5 =  {1 ,2 ,...,#} , and without loss of 

generality it is assumed that x =  0 is an equilibrium point.

Definition 3.1 Almost Sure Stability: The solution x =  0 of system (3.4) is said to be 

almost surely stable in probability if for any 'F(O) <E S, e > 0 and p >  0, there exists a 

S(s,  p) >  0 such that if ||x(0)|| < 5(e, p)

Pr{ sup j|jc(r)|| > e} <  p .
0 <t<o°
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Definition 3.2 Almost Surely Asymptotical Stability: The solution x =  0 of system (3.4) 

is said to be almost surely asymptotically stable in probability if it is almost surely stable 

in probability and x(r) —» 0 with probability one as t —»

Definition 3.3 Mean Exponential Stability: The solution x = 0 of system (3.4) is said 

to be exponentially stable in the mean square if, for any 'P(O) G S and some 5('P(0)) > 0, 

there exist two positive scalars a > 0 , b > 0  such that when ||x(0) || <  5 (^ (0 )), the following 

inequality holds Vt >  0 for all solutions of (3.4) with initial condition x q :

There are also some definitions on stochastic stability in the study of MJLS:

Definition 3.4 Mean Square Stability (MSS): The solution x =  0 of system (3.4) is said 

to be asymptotically mean square stable, if for any x(0), and any initial distribution of 

'T(O) G S,

Definition 3.5 Stochastic Stability: The solution x  =  0 of system (3.4) is said to be 

stochastic stable, if for any x(0), and any initial distribution of'F(O) G S,

For those different stability concepts, their relationships are revealed by the following 

theorem:

Theorem 3.1 [42]: When 'F(t) is a finite state Markov chain, asymptotically mean square 

stable, exponentially mean square stable, stochastic stable are equivalent, and each implies 

almost surely asymptotically stable.

As pointed out by Kozin [69], in practical applications, almost sure stability is more 

desirable because only a sample path of the system can be observed, while moment stability 

is a statistical performance. Therefore, moment stability criteria can be sometimes too 

conservative for practical use.

£{\\x(t)\\2}< b \\x0\\2e -at .

lim <f{||x(/)||2} = 0 .
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For the study of almost surely stability, the definition of 5-moment stability is proposed, 

and sufficient conditions are proposed in [40]:

Definition 3.6 Asymptotically 5-moment Stability: The solution x  =  0 of system (3.4) 

is said to be asymptotically mean square stable, if for any *(0), and any initial distribution 

of'F(O) g S,

=  ° -

The reason for studying 5-moment Stability is that for sufficiently small 5 >  0, the 

5-moment Stability and almost sure stability are equivalent.

However, note that in the study of both MJLS and stochastic FTCS, MSS is still the 

dominant stability criterion to be used. With this stability criterion, a sufficient and neces

sary condition can be obtained using the stochastic Laypunov function method, which will 

be introduced in the next.

3.4.2 Stochastic Lyapunov Function

In deterministic systems, Lyapunov theorem is widely used for stability analysis and con

troller design. In stochastic systems analysis and synthesis, the stochastic Lyapunov func

tion also plays a very important role [70].

Consider a function V(x,x¥, t)  of the stochastic process {*.'F}. For a fixed m < <=o, 

assume the following conditions hold.

1. The function V(x,x¥(t), t)  is positive definite and continuous in x and t in the open set 

Om = {x( t ) : V(x,x¥,t) < m},  W  G S,Vt > to, and V(x,x¥,t)  =  0 only if * =  0. (The 

function V(x, W, t) is said to be positive definite if V(x, T/, t) > W(x) , VT GS, \ / t>to,  

where W (x) is positive definite in the sense of Lyapunov.)

2. The joint Markov process {*, VF} is defined until t — % where rm =  inf{r: x(t) ^ Om} 

(or Vt < » if x(t) G Om for t < °°). If x{t) G Om Vt <  °°, then r = °°.

3. The function V(x,x¥ , t ) is in the domain of J w h e r e  J/f is the weak infinitesimal 

operator of the joint Markov process {x(rt), T^t,)}, where xt — min(r, xm).
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A function V(x, '¥,t)  that satisfies the above conditions is said to be qualified as a 

stochastic Lyapunov function candidate for system (3.4).

Using a stochastic Lyapunov function, stochastic stability can be established.

First, the definition of weak infinitesimal operator is provided: for a joint Markov pro

cess {x, T7} and a bounded function V(x, x¥, t ) , the weak infinitesimal operator sfV(x,  'F. t) 

defined on V(x, TV) at the point of (x, TV) is given by

£/V(x,W,t)

= Urn|  ( i  {V (x (t + A),W(t + A),t  +  A)| (x(t),W(t),t)} 

-V(x ( t ) ,V( t ) , t ) )  .

With definition of the weak infinitesimal operator given above, the following theorems 

are the most important theoretical results on analysis and design of stochastic systems.

Theorem 3.2 [70] Assume V (x, T*, t) is a valid stochastic Lyapunov Junction, and

^ V ( x , x¥, t)  = - K ( x , x¥, t)  < 0

in the open set Omfor system (3.4) when W £ S, where K(x,y¥, t)  >  0 is continuous in x 

Vi >  to and K(x,  'F, t) =  0 only ifx  =  0. Then the solution x(t) =  0 o f the stochastic system 

is almost surely asymptotically stable in probability.

Theorem 3.3 [70] The solution x(t) =  0 o f the linear stochastic system x(t) =  A(t,W)x(t)  

is Mean Square Stable (MSS) for t > to i f  and only if  there exists a stochastic Lyapunov 

function V(x, VF, t ) and the positive constants A,-, i =  1,2,3, such that

M\\x(t)\\2 < F (x ,vF,t) < A2 ||jc(r)||2, and£/V(x , x¥,t) < —A3 ||̂ r( ? ) | |2 .

3.4.3 Stability Criteria for MJLS and Stochastic FTCS

MJLS have been extensively studied for more than three decades. Besides stability condi

tion using stochastic Lyapunov theorem, there are also some criteria for test the stability of 

MJLS. Since when control action is known, the closed-loop two-Markov-chain FTCS can
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be transformed into a MJLS after augmenting two Markov chains into a joint one, those 

criteria can be extended to the stochastic FTCS.

Assume that 'P(t) is a homogeneous Markov chain with transition rate matrix Q =  [qij] :

Theorem 3.4 The jump linear system x(t) = A(f¥{t))x{t) is Mean Square Stable if  and 

only if for any positive definite matrices Ri > 0 , i € S, the coupled Lyapunov equation

AfPi +  PiAi + ^ q ijPj =  - R i
jzs

(3-5)

has a positive definite solution Pi > 0 , i <G S, equivalently, i f  and only ifF  is Hurwitz stable.

F  =

A \ @ A \ - q n I q\2l

<721J A2 ® A l - q 22I ■

q u i

qisi
(3.6)

qs\I qs2l  ... A Ts ©Aj -  qssI

=  diag{Af ® A ^ , . . .  ,A j ©Aj} +  Q © /.

Results above can be extended to the two-Markov-chain FTCS with conditions ex

pressed in terms of matrix inequalities, so that they are easy to be solved using LMI tech

niques. The following corollary on stochastic stability can be obtained.

Corollary 3.1 For the stochastic FTCS x(t) — A(f( t) , rj  (t))x(t), where C,{t) and r\ (t ) take 

values on Si = {1,2, . . .  ,q{\, S2 = {1 ,2 ,... ,<7 2} respectively, the stability criteria can be 

deduced as follows:

The system is Mean Square Stable if and only if Vi & Si, j  € S2, there exist positive 

definite matrices Pij > 0 for the following matrix inequality:

PijAijFAfjPij+ X  CCikPkj +  X  fijkPik <  0 • 

keSi keS2
(3.7)

Or equivalently the following matrix M  is Hurwitz stable.

M — diag{Af] © A fj, A \2 ® A\2, • • ■ , A \q2 ©Af?2, a £ 1 © ^ 2 1  > ‘ ' '  > ©A^m } + p ® I ,

where p  is the transition rate matrix for the augmented Markov chain {C(f), rj (t)}.
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Remark 3.2 In[104], [75], [76] and [77], time-dependant Lyapunov function V(t,x,  TO =  

xrP(t ,x¥)x is used. However, [59] showed that when system is Mean Square Stable, P (t, VF) 

converges to a constant matrix P(VF) when t —> Therefore, using a time-independent

Lyapunov matrix P(x¥) would not introduce any conservatism.

Example 3.1 In this example, it is shown that when closed-loop FTCS is stable, positive 

definite Lyapunov matrices Pj(t)  converge to constant matrices.

The simulation study is performed on a dual-motor ball beam system. The system has 

two driving motors, one at each end, so it has one degree of actuator redundancy. The 

function of the two motors is to move the beam at the two ends up and down to balance 

the ball at the desired position. With the actuator redundancy, the design of fault tolerant 

state-feedback control against the motor failure is possible. A linear model of the system
r  -I T

is obtained. The system states x  =  x\ x2 > where x\ is the displacement of the ball from

r i rthe center of the beam, and x2 is the velocity. Two inputs U =  u\ U2 , are the voltage 

signals to the driving motors. In this case study, two system modes are assumed, mode 1 

represents the normal system operation, and mode 2 is the actuator failure case.

1 0 0 1 0 0.2

II to II , B i  = , b 2 =
0 0.8 -0 .25 0.25 -0 .25 0.05

M
-0 .5 0.5

, t^ 1] =
-0 .1 0.1 -0 .1 0.1

, [j62] =
2 - 2 0.1 -0 .1 0.1 -0 .1

1.2018 8.9006 —0.20089 8.4035
*1 = > =

-7.4239 -2.1148 —7.7094 -1.7643

Using an ODE solver, the time-varying Lyapunov matrix P(t, £(t),r] (t)) can be solved. 

For this example, each entry of matrices is shown in Figure 3.1.

From the simulation results above, some important observations are obtained on the in

teractions between the EDI decisions and the controllers in the stochastic FTC framework: 

The state transition rates for the fault Markov chain can be used to evaluate the system 

reliability. If the state i indicates the system normal condition, then — ̂  is the MTBF 

(Mean Time Between Failures). Larger MTBF means the system is more reliable. The
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Figure 3.1. Entries of Lyapunov function obtained by ODE solver (Solid line for the off 

diagonal entries; dashed line for (1,1) entry; dotted line for (2,2) entry)

ratio — a , j i / ( X j j  measures the probability of the system to restore to normal from fault, thus 

ocji/ajj is the MTTR (Mean Time To Repair).

The FDI Markov chain affects the overall system performance through its conditional 

transition rates. Hence, the performance of FDI should be interpreted in the sense of prob

abilities. It is the reason that the FDI process does not exactly follow the fault process in 

the single sample path simulation. One criterion can be given is the sojourn time of the FDI 

on different states, for example, the smaller — (i ^  k) means the longer sojourn time of 

the FDI on the wrong state v, similarly, the smaller — j3̂ k means the longer time of the FDI 

on the correct state.

In FTCS, the reconfigurable controller is another important factor affecting the system 

performance. From the simulation, if the controller designed for the faulty case (mode 2 

in the example) can stabilize the normal system, then the overall system will most likely 

be stabilized even with false alarms (which is similar to the reliable control problem). If
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the system cannot be stabilized when the FDI indicates an incorrect fault mode, then the 

sojourn time —1//3jj (i f  k) cannot be too long, otherwise the system will lose stability. 

When the — is increased (the sojourn time — 1 //3 | is reduced) without changing anything 

else, the stochastic stability is achieved again.

In summary, the simulation study demonstrates a well known fact that the FDI and

reconfigurable control should be designed together for better system performance.

3.5 Discrete-time Systems

For completeness of the work, the discrete-time FTCS is also be briefly handled. Consider 

a discrete-time open-loop FTCS as:

*(*+1) =A(C(k))x(k)+B(C(k))u(k,C(k),ri(k))+D(C(k))w(k),  

y(k) = C(£(fc))*(fc) +E(£(k))w(k),

where £(£) and r}(k) are two separate discrete-time homogeneous finite state Markov

chains taking values on S i, S2 , with their one-step transition rate matrices \oCilti2\ and [/3jj . ]

defined as follows:

Pr{C{k + \) = i2\C{k) = h}  = a i u i2 ,

Pr{t]{k + 1) =  j 2\C(k) =  11, V(k) = j i }  = Pjlj2 .

Assume a control law u(k,^(k),rj(k))  is given, then the closed-loop system has the 

following description:

x{k+ 1) =  A(£(fc), T ] ( k ) ) x ( k )  . (3.10)

Using stochastic Lyapunov theorem, the MSS condition for the closed-loop system 

(3.10) is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 3.5 The closed-loop system (3.10) is MSS if and only i f V i e S  1 , j  £ S2 , the 

following matrix inequality has a positive definite solution Pij > 0:

Al j (  X  ' Z a imp ijnPmn) A ij - P i j < 0 .  (3.11)
\me Si  nes2 J
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Proof: The theorem can be proved by defining a stochastic Lyapunov function 

V (x(k) , C (*), r\ (k)) =  xTP( C (k) , rj (A:) )x .

For this Lyapunov function, the weak infinitesimal operator has the form: 

s /V  = xT ( a Jj ( 2  X  a imPjnPmt̂ j Aij -  Piĵ J x  .

Therefore the condition shown in (3.11) can be obtained.
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Chapter 4

Stabilization of Stochastic FTCS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, for the stochastic FTCS discussed in Chapter 3, the results on stabilization 

will be presented, where different forms of controller are designed based on MSS criterion. 

Among these controllers, “full information” and “FDI-dependent” are the main focus. Both 

continuous-time and discrete-time systems are covered, and stabilization conditions are 

given for both state feedback and output feedback controllers, so that a complete treatment 

is made on this issue. Different design approaches have been employed while the condi

tions are expressed in terms of LMIs, which can be solved using many available convex 

optimization software efficiently. The more complicated algorithms using iterative LMI 

will be presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 .

4.2 Preliminaries

In this section, description of model uncertainties and some important lemmas used later in 

this thesis are presented.
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4.2.1 Uncertainty Descriptions

For practical systems, exact mathematical models are extremely hard or even impossible 

to obtain. In this thesis, two types of the most commonly used uncertainties are consid

ered. The first one is so-called polytopic type model uncertainty. It is assumed that system 

matrices lie within the uncertainty polytope £2 :

Q  =  {(Ai,Bi,ChDi)\(Ai,BuCi, A ) =  2J=1 T j ( A j , D { ) ; T j  >  0,EJL, Tj =  1}.

(4.1)

In this case, if the uncertainty is time-invariant or slowly time-varying, parameter- 

dependent Lyapunov function approach should be used to develop the stability conditions. 

That implies that for each vertex of the polytope, a separate Lyapunov function should be 

associated with the corresponding system. This approach is less conservative compared 

with quadratic stability, where a single Lyapunov function is used for all vertexes.

Another type of model uncertainty adopted in this thesis is the norm-bounded uncer

tainty, which can be used to describe those time-varying or time invariant uncertainties. 

The system matrices are assumed to have the form:

Ai =  Ao; +  Bi =  Bqi +

where ||Ai,-|| <  1 and J|A2/11 < 1.

The second source of model uncertainties comes from uncertainty on the transition 

rates, which can be on that of fault process £(f) or the FDI decision process rj(t). This 

type of uncertainty exists because those transition rates are determined by history data or 

Monte Carlo simulation, therefore the precision of the transition rates depends on the length 

of the data and the quality of the simulation. Generally the uncertainty on transition rates 

is assumed to be bounded by a upper value and a lower value, or lies in a polytope.

4.2.2 Preliminary Lemmas

Schur complement lemma is first given here, which is important and widely used in con

verting quadratic matrix inequality into a linear one.
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Y r Z

Lemma 4.1 Schur complement ( [ 16]):

r x  Y
Let the symmetric matrix M  be partitioned as M  =  

matrices. Then following statements are equivalent:

1. M  is nonnegative definite i f  and only if  either 

Z > 0 f X > 0

with X, Z  be symmetric

Y = LiZ  or

X - L xZ L \ > 0

Y = XL2

Z - I J lXL2 > 0

holds, where L\, L2 are some (nonunique) matrices o f compatible dimensions.

2. M is positive definite i f  and only if  either

Z > 0  ( X > 0
or <

X - Y Z ~ lYT > 0  y z - Y Tx ~ lY >  0 .

The next lemma is used to handle the norm-bounded uncertainties:

Lemma 4.2 ( [5]): Let E(t), F{t) and H(t) be real matrices o f appropriate dimensions 

with F (t)TF(t) < I, then for any scalar e > 0, it is true that:

H ( t ) F ( t ) E ( t ) + E T( t ) FT( t ) HT(t) <  e H ( t ) H T(t) +  i E T( t ) E( t ) .

Projection lemma plays a very important role in the LMI based control system design, 

and it has been used in numerous areas. It is capable to obtain equivalent conditions for 

those approaches using transformation techniques or “change of variable” methods, but it 

is more straightforward.

Lemma 4.3 Projection Lemma ([18]): Given U, V, there exists X such that

if a n d  o n ly  if

W + UTX TV + V TXU  < 0

Njj'YNu < 0, N ^ N y  < 0

h o ld s , w h e re  N jj a n d N y  a re  b a se s  o f  n u ll  sp a c e s  o f U  a n d V  re sp ec tive ly .
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The following two lemmas were originally proposed to handle the analysis and design 

for systems with polytopic model uncertainties, but now they have been gradually used in 

multi-objective design and on transforming the nonlinear matrix inequality into linear ones.

Lemma 4.4 Reciprocal Projection Lemma [4]: Let P be any given positive-definite matrix, 

the following statements are equivalent:

(1) W + S + S7 < 0 ,

(2) the LMI problem

Y + P - ( W  + W T) ST + W T 

S + W - P

is feasible with respect to W.

< 0

And in discrete-time, the following lemma, can be called as discrete-time Reciprocal 

Projection Lemma, plays the exactly same role as for Reciprocal Projection Lemma.

Lemma 4.5 The following conditions are equivalent (f(P ) >  0 is a matrix valued function

o f P )■’

1. There exists a symmetric matrix P >  0 such that

A7PA -  f ( P ) < 0. (4.2)

2. There exist a symmetric matrix P and a matrix G such that

f(P ) A 7G7 

GA G + G7 —P
> 0. (4.3)

Proof: The prototype of this lemma is shown in [87], and the proof is omitted here. □
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4.3 System Formulations

Both continuous-time and discrete-time systems will be considered in this chapter. First, 

the description of the open-loop FTCS in continuous-time is given as follows:

where the parameters for both Markov chains are the same as described in Chapter 3.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, for completeness of the results, three types of 

controllers will be designed in this chapter:

For open-loop systems given in (4.4) or (4.5), both passive FTC and active FTC can be 

studied, just depending on which type of controller is used in analysis and design. Depend

ing on the information that the controller accesses, controller can have different forms:

• Controller access both fault and FDI information: u(t, C(0> (t)).

•  Controller access only FDI information: u(t, r](t)).

• Passive fault tolerant controller: u(t) without reconfiguration.

Moreover, for each category, both state-feedback and output-feedback controllers will 

be covered or briefly mentioned. It is well known that the former is simpler in design but 

the latter is inevitable when system states are not available for control.

It is obvious that the passive fault tolerant controller accesses least information while 

the first type of controller accesses most information from the system. Therefore, for con

trollers listed above in order, it can be expected that the system performance degrades 

gradually from the first to the third one, while the difficulty increases gradually.

All the stabilization controller design algorithms are based on the MSS conditions listed 

in Chapter 3, since when assuming the control law is known, the closed-loop system’s 

stability can be determined using the stochastic Lyapunov theorem.

* ( 0 = A ( C ( 0 ) * ( 0 + * ( C ( 0 ) « ( 0 >
y(t) = c(£(t))x(t),

(4.4)

or a discrete-time system as:

*(£+1) =  A(£(k))x(k) + B(£(k))u(k) , 

y(k)= C (C (k))x(k) .
(4.5)
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4.4 Full Information Controller Design

In the sequel of this chapter and also later chapters in this thesis, to simplify the notation, 

denote the arbitrary matrix M (£(r)) or M(C(t),r](t)) (or M (£(k)) and M(C(k),rj(k))) as

sociated with mode £(r) =  i, rj(t) =  j  (or £(fc) =  i and r\(k) =  j, by:

M,-=M(C(r) =  0 and Mu = M(C{t) = = j).

4.4.1 State Feedback Controller Design

For the continuous-time system (4.4), the state-feedback controller that stabilizes the sys

tem in MSS sense is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1 Under the state-feedback control law u{t) =  Kijx(t), the FTCS (4.4) is MSS 

if and only i f \ / i £ S  i, j  G S2  there exist positive matrices Xtj >  0 and Ktj, as the solution 

fo r the following LMI:

(oii + F j^X ij+ A iX ij+ X ijA j + BiKij + K[j B j H ^ i j X )

H2( iJ ,X )

where

(h j j X)  — Xtj y/(Xiif ■ • • , v'o:,-,;•_ [/, yfUfff if  • • • , ĵ • • • > y j 1 \J@j,j+1 ’̂

H2 (h j)X ) — —diag{Xiy, • • • ,Xi—ij,X i+ ij, • • • ,X ij—i,X ij+ i," -}  .

The corresponding stabilizing state feedback gain is given as Kij — KijX~-1.

Proof: For state-feedback controller u(t) =  Kijx(t), the closed-loop system matrix is 

Aij =  Ai+BiKij, therefore, from MSS conditions given in Chapter 3:

<  0, (4.6)

P ijA ij + A [ j P i j  +  X  a ikp k j + X  P jk p ik <  0 • (4-7)
k£Si keS2

Define Xij =  Pf-1, pre- and post-multiply the matrix inequality above by to obtain,

(Ai + BiKi^Xij + Xij (Ai+BiKij)7 + XU I X  a ikpkj+  X  P ]!? * )* )  <  0 • (4-8)
\keSi kes2 )

Define Ktj — KijXij, using Schur complement lemma, then the nonlinear matrix inequality

above can be converted into a linear one as shown in (4.6). □
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Theorem 4.2 Under the state-feedback control law u(k) =  Kijx{k), the FTCS (4.5) is MSS 

if and only if  Vi E Si, j  E S2 there exist positive matrices Xtj >  0 and as the solution 

fo r the following LMI:

-X ij (XijAf + KfjB f)H 3(iJ )
(4.9)

where

H 3 ( i , j ) =  y /c t i iPj i l ,  yJotilP' y /o taP j i1, •••> y f i J Q  >

H t(i,j,X )  =  -diag{X n,X i2 . ..,X i92,X2 i , . . . ,X 9 i92} .

The corresponding stabilizing state feedback gain is given as Kij — K t j X .

Proof: From Lyapunov stability theorem, the following sufficient and necessary condi

tion for the MSS can be obtained:

However, it should be noticed that in (4.9), if the system has an order n, and q\ , <72 are 

numbers of Markov states for fault process and FDI process respectively, then the matrix 

inequality shown in (4.9) has a dimension as n x (1 + q\ x qf), which can be a very large 

number. Therefore, more efficient conditions are prefered.

From the operator theory for MJLS by Costa et al [34], the condition on MSS is equiv

alent to that the spectral radiuses of several operators are less than 1. The details of the 

operator theory and its application will be stated in Chapter 6 . Here, using results from 

the operator theory of MJLS, equivalent condition on MSS can be derived, but with lower 

dimension for matrix inequalities involved when compared with that in (4.9).

Apply Schur complement lemma to expand the inequality above to obtain:

-Pij  (Ai +  B iK i j fH i i iJ )  

* H ^(i,j,X )

Define X(y- =  f t . 1 as the same as before, pre- and post-multiply the inequality above by 

diag{X(y, then can get the LMI shown in (4.9). □□
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Lemma 4.6 The closed-loop system x(k) —Aijx(k) is MSS if  and only i f f i  £ S\, j  £ S2 

there exists positive definite matrices Pij > 0  such that

~Pmn ~F X X (XimfijnA ijP i jA f j < 0 . (4.11)

Theorem 4.3 Under the state-feedback control law u(k) =  Kijx(k), the FTCS (4,5) is MSS 

i f  and only if  Vz £ Si, j  £ 5 2  there exist feasible solution Ktj, Yij and positive definite 

matrices Pij > 0 fo r the following LMIs:

-Pm n+  X  X  {otim^jniAiPijAj FAiK fjBj + 8 ^ ]  F B ^ b J))  < 0, (4.12)
j€S2

Yij KU

K lj  P j

> 0 . (4.13)

The corresponding state-feedback gain is given as — K-,jPij

Proof:

Necessity: From the lemma above, it is known that the system is MSS, if and only if 

there exist Pij > 0  and Kij such that

-Pmn +  X X (aimPijn(Ai +  BiKij)Pij(Ai +  BiKij)T) <  0  . (4.14)
i(zSij&S2

Expand the left-hand side of the inequality,

- P m n + ' Z  X {V-kn^niAiPjAt + + B ^ j A f  + BiKijVjKjjBf))  < 0  .
ieS\ jes2

For the inequality above, there always exist sufficient small scalars £,y > 0 such that

~P,nn+  X X (VimfyniAiPijAf +  A iPijKfj B f  +  BiKijPljA [  
ies1 jes2

- BiKijPijKfjlfl + eijBiBj)) < 0.

Define Ktj =  KijPij, it implies that there exist satisfy

Yij > KijPijK'j
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and

-Pm n+  £  £  ( a ^ i A i P i j A f  +AiKf jBf  4-5,- t fyAf + BiYUBJ)) < 0 •
i€S\ j cS2

This finishes the proof for necessity.

Sufficiency: For given pi j >  o. Yij and K{j, it is obvious that Pij is the Lyapunov matrix and 

the controller Kjj stabilizes the closed-loop system A[j = A\ +  BjKijP[j1, i.e. make (4.14) 

hold. □

4.4.2 Output Feedback Controller Design

When system states are not available for control, then output feedback control should be 

used. Here, the dynamic output feedback controller has the same order as the system is 

considered:
xc(t) — Ai jxc (t)+  Bi jy(t), 

u(t) — QjXc(t).

In this case, the closed-loop system matrix has the form:

(4.15)

X At BiCi j X

Xc BijQ Aij > »

(4.16)

The sufficient and necessary condition for the MSS using dynamic output feedback 

control is summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.4 The FTCS is MSS if  and only if Vi £ Si, j  € S2 there exists feasible solution 

Fij, Lij, Xij and Yij fo r the following LMIs:

AtYij +  YijAj +  BiFij  +  F/j B j  + (au + f ij j )Yij H{( f j ,Y )  

* H2( i , j , Y)
< 0 , (4.17)

X ijA i+ A jX i j  +  LijQ +  C f  L t j +  £  a lkXkj +  £  f ljkXik <  0,
£eSi keS2

Yij I
/  Xij
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where

H\ (h j ,  Y) =  Yij y 'anl,  • • •, y/a,ij-il ,  (Xi i+\I, • • •, Ĵ , • • •, Ĵ f j j _ f , @j,j+\^>

P̂ 2 i f  ji  Y) — —diag{Fi j , ” ’ , Yi—i j ,  Yi+ij, • • •, Yu, • • •, Yjj—i, h;,y+i, • • •} •

Furthermore, the parameters o f the dynamic output feedback controller are given as fo l

lows:

A „ =  (X t j -Y i j ' r ' iAT+XijA iY i j+XijB iF i j+U jQ Yn  

+ X teS, a*Ytj %  + Z tesJ llkYli 'Y i i )Ylj ' ,

(4.21)

CU =  F ijY j' . (4.22)

Proof: Necessity: For the closed-loop system with £(t) =  /, rj(r) =  j,  define the Lya

punov function as: V (x, £ (V) =  i, Tj (r) =  7 ) =  xTPijX, where

Aiy Plij 

Pij pnj
P j  =

Define

t , ij
1

- P i i j P h / i j  0

(4.23)

(4.24)

Since there exists solution such that PijAij + AfjPij + ^ keSl a^P^j + P j f *  < 0 , 

Apply similarity transformation with Tuj, and define the left hand side of inequality as Gij, 

Fij =  —CijPfj PjijYij and Ly =  PzijBij. Denote the (1,1) and (2,2) entries of Gij as Gn and 

G2 2 , with

G n =AiYij +  Y,jAj + BiFi j -YFjj B j

+  £  au,r„ \yJ  + (Puj -  A u j  Pft) (P t j  ~
k&Sx L

+ I  P)Xa Wk' + fu -P x jP iF ^ P m  (Pm-PiijP^Pm
kdS2

G22 = P  1 ijAi +  a [P iij +  LijCi +  c j Lfj+  ^  a lkPlkj +  ^  PjkPuk •
fc e S i k e s 2

•V

Y i j ,
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From the negative definiteness of the matrix Gij, it follows that G n <  0 , G2 2  <  0 .

On the other hand, due to the positive definiteness of Lyapunov matrix Pij, after apply

ing similarity transformation with Tuj, it leads to:

T\ijPijT\ij — Yij I
I Xiij

> 0 .

Sufficiency:

Construct a specific Lyapunov matrix as Pij =

define a similarity transformation matrix T2 ij =  

then one can obtain:

11 ^ 
ExT**-»

F.71- 
_ ‘J

1 >< >< 1

Yij I

1
O•-*>

5

. - 1
> 0 , and further

Gij =
G11 G\2 

G21 G22
Yjij (Pij^ij ~YAr Pij +  l^keSi a ikPkj +  'Lkes2 PjkP'k) P îj '

G \i — AiYjj +  Yij A} +  BiFij +  Fij B i +  Yij îkXkj +  '^kes2 fijkYik ) Yij , 

G\2 =  G21 =  0  ,

G22 =  Xi jAi +  A [  Xi j  +  Li jCi 4 - C j  Li j  +  'ZkeSi a ik̂ ~kj +  'LkeSi Pjip îk ■ 

Therefore, it follows that Gij <  0 and hence the system is MSS. □

Remark 4.1 The design here will generally lead to afull-order output feedback controller. 

As for reduced-order dynamic output feedback controller, the design would be much harder 

and has not been found yet using just LMI, even for ordinary MJLS. The design can be fu l

filled by using iterative LMI algorithms, which will be discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 

6.

4.5 FDI-dependent Controller Design

In previous sections of this chapter, “full information” controller design for stochastic 

FTCS is studied, where no model uncertainties are considered, and all the conditions are
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expressed in terms of LMIs, which can be efficiently solved using various of available 

semi-definite optimization softwares.

However, in modeling practical systems, exact models are extremely hard and even 

impossible to obtain. In the context of active FTCS, model uncertainties are one of the 

sources that cause imperfect FDI decisions. Therefore, in the controller design, taking 

model uncertainties into consideration is meaningful and necessary. Stability should be 

maintained despite their presence, i.e. robust stability should be maintained.

Robust design is much harder than design for nominal systems. When using LMI tech

niques, the typical problem brought by model uncertainties is that nonlinear terms will 

appear in conditions derived, and generally it is difficult to convert them into LMIs.

In this section, for FTCS with norm-bounded model uncertainties, a design approach 

leading to the FDI-based controller for the uncertain systems will be proposed. This ap

proach contains two steps. In the first step, the sufficient and necessary condition for the 

existence of Kij is solved, and all the decision variables obtained in this step will be substi

tuted back into the original nonlinear matrix inequality to solve for the controller Kj  which 

only accesses the mode of the FDI decision process.

The system matrices are assumed to have the form:

A-i =  A qi + A i(Ai(A2i, Bi =  Boi +  BVlA2iB2i, 

where ||Ai/J| < 1 and 11A2/11 < 1.

4.5.1 State Feedback Controller Design

It is known that for the state feedback case, closed-loop being MSS is equivalent to the 

feasibility of the following matrix inequality:

PU (Ai +  BtKj) +  (Ai +  BiK j ) TPi j +  £  a ikPk j +  £  0 )kPik < 0 . (4.25)
keS i k e s 2

The first step is to remove the time-varying uncertainty matrix A,- from the inequality
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above. From Lemma 4.2, for positive scalars ê - and <%/, it is true that:

Pi j  (-41 i A 1 iA2i) 4" (A \iA\iA2i) i Pij ~  &ij ^2^2 /4"  £/ j  Pi jA 1 iA 1 iPij >

P ^ B u ^ f r d K j  + K]{BuK2iB2i)TPa < d ^ K jB l f r iK j  + SijPijBuBlPij .

Substitute above inequalities into (4.25) to have the corresponding condition for MSS 

as follows:

i.A0i +  B0iKj )r Pij 4- Pij (A0i +  BoiKj ) +  'LkeSi a ikPkj 4" 'ZkeS2 P ljkpik ^  26^
+e-j 'A llA2l +  euPliAuAruPu +  S r 'K jB liB2,Kj +  SilPuBuBTuP , j < 0 .

Since now Kj and Pij have different subscripts, so the method used in the previous 

section would not work here. However, in this section, the methodology used is to obtain 

a local parametrization of Kij first, then the controller Kj is the intersection of Ky Vi G Si. 

Therefore, first replace Kj in the inequality above with K^:

(A0i 4* BoiKij)TPij +  Pij(Aoi +  BoiKij) +  'EkeSi &ikPkj 4" TjkeS2 PjkPik / a
J (4.27)

+e-j 'A liA2l + eu PuA liA lP ,j + S j 1Krj B llB2iKlj + Sl)PuB llB jiPu < 0 .

Theorem 4.5 I f  the state feedback control law x(t) = Kijx(t) is used, nonlinear matrix 

inequality (4.27) has feasible solution if  and only if Vi E Si, j  G S2  there exist positive 

definite matrices Xij and positive scalars £ij, 8ij for the following LMI:

H i(i,j) WfiXijAl ZjWflAii SijW[iBu W \iH \(i,j,X )

AuXijWu — EijI 0 0 0

djAliWii 0 — Ejy/ 0 0 < 0

SijBjiWu 0 0 - V 0

H i( iJ ,X )TWu 0 0 0 H2(i,j,X )

where
K  W j f  = her [b I  b£.] ,

Hi( i j )  = Wl  (XijAj, +A0,X,j +  (an +  P j j x f  Wu ~ S,jWZW» .

Proof:
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For matrix inequality (4.27) use Schur complement to expand those quadratic terms:

Z i j P i j A u  S i j P i j B n  k f j B 21

£ijA\iPij EijI 0 0

SijBTuPij 0 -S ijI 0

BuKij 0 0 -S ijI

< 0 , (4.29)

where

H s i h j )  =  P i j A - O i + A o i P i j + P i j B o i K i j + K l j B Q i P i j  +  E i j l A 2 i A 2 i +  ( * i k P k j  +  ^  P j k P i k  ■

keSi kes2

The inequality above can be rewritten in the same format as in Projection Lemma:

G(i, j ) +  UTKjjVij +  VljKijU < 0 ,

where

G (i,j) =

G n (i,j) eijPijA\i $ijPijB\i 0

eijA\iPij — Eij I 0 0

SijB'uPij 0 - V 0

0 0 0 - V

U =

V t j  =

1 0  0 0

BhPij 0 0  B l

G\ 1 (z, j)  —  AoiPjj + PijAoi +  e ij  lA\iA2i +  ^  CtikPkj +  X  ^jk^ik •
keSi kes2

Using Projection Lemma, it can be concluded that this nonlinear matrix inequality 

(4.27) has solution if and only if

NyG(i, j)Nu < 0 and NyG(i, j)N v < 0
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are satisfied. Note that

Nu =

0 0 0 

7 0 0 

0 7 0 

0 0 7

Eijl 0 0

N{jG{iJ)Nu = 0 -d i j l 0 < 0

0 0 -S tj l

always holds, since £/y, <5<;- are all positive scalars. So the only constraint is

NyG(i, j)Ny < 0 . (4.30)

Define Vu =  

can be obtained that

BT0i 0 0 B l , then from the definition of orthogonal complement, it

(4.31)Ny =diag{P[J ,1,1,1}Nyu . 

Substitute this expression into inequality (4.30), it becomes

N\Vu

£( jA\i SijBu 0

£ijA u — Eijl 0 0

SijB l 0 -S tj l 0

0 0 0 - V

Nyu <  0 , (4.32)

where H6(i, j ) =  A0fPy ‘ + 7 ^  lA ^  + Ptj 1 (eu lAT2iA2i +  a ikPkj +  ^ keS2 P ^ P ^  p . .1. 

From the definition of Vu, it can be inferred that Nyu has the following expression:

Wu 0 0 

0 7 0

0 0 7

W2i 0 0
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Substitute the above expression into inequality (4.32), then one can obtain 

W lH 6{iJ)W u -8ijW lW 2i EijWlAu 8ijWliB1-

-S i j I  0

0

eijAitWu

SijBlWu S i j I

< 0 . (4.33)

Inequality above implies that at the (1,1) entry, the term W^H^jWu — <  0- Define

=  P[j1, this term can further be expanded using Schur complement:

W lP f.'A l W lH x(i,j,X )

AvPy'W li
IJ 

-EijI 0 < 0 .

H \(i,j ,X )TWu 0 H2(iJ ,X )

Combined the two LMIs above, the LMIs shown in (4.28) can be obtained. □

With X^, Stj and <5,y known, the following theorem shows that all stabilizing controller 

Kij can be parameterized.

Theorem 4.6 ( [100])

Let matrices B 6  CMXm, C E Ckxn and Q = Q* E Cnxn be given. Then the following 

statements are equivalent:

(1) There exists a matrix X  satisfying

BXC+(BXC)* + Q <  0 . (4.34)

(2) The following two conditions hold

B1 QB±* < 0 or BB*> 0 ,  
c *±qC*±* < o or C * C >  0 .

Suppose the above statement hold. Let rt, and rc be the rank o f B and C, respectively, and 

(.Bi,Br) and (Q,Cr) be any full rank factors o fB  and C, i.e. B = BiBr, C =  QCr. Then all 

matrices X in statement (1) are given by

X  = B fK C J  +  Z -  BJBrZ Q C f , 
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where Z  is an arbitrary matrix and

- R - xB]^c*r {cr^ a r ) - 1+ s k ( c v $ c r* ) -5 ,

S = R - X -  R - 1B*[O -  oc;(Cr0 >c;) 1 CVO]5,/r1 , 

where L is an arbitrary matrix such that ||L|| <  1 and R is an arbitrary positive definite 

matrix such that

<& =  — <2 ) _1  >  0  .

Obviously, the first part of the theorem is exactly the same as Projection Lemma, and 

the second part is on controller parametrization. When applying this theorem to solve the 

controller, a set of Pij ,  Eij and 8Lj  can be obtained as the solution of (4.28). Then based on 

this set of solution, the expression of B and C (here they also depend on i and j)  can be 

calculated. This implies that a parametrization of controller K[j can be found, with which 

the intersection of these controllers Vi e  Si can be searched if exists. This constitutes the 

second step of the algorithm, and Kj  can be found in this step if the solution from the first 

step is proper.

Remark 4.2 In the second step, after substituting in the value o f Pij, it is trying to find 

FDI-dependent controller Kj. Applying the same method, it is also possible to find passive 

fault tolerant controller K, which is independent o f both system real fault £(f) and FDI 

decision process rj (t ).

4.5.2 Output Feedback Controller Design

The dynamic output feedback controller which only uses system output and the FDI mode 

rather than the system real mode will be designed in the following part. System augmenta

tion technique will be used to handle the synthesis problem. Unlike in the previous section, 

where a strictly proper and full order dynamic output feedback controller is designed, to be 

more general, there are no constraints applied on the dynamic output feedback controller 

designed here, i.e. the output feedback controller has the form (assuming that rj (t) =  j):

{  x c ( t )  = A j X c ( t )  + B j y ( t ) ,

|  u( t )  =  CjXc (t )  + D j y ( t ) .
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With this controller, the closed-loop matrix has the form:

X

x c

Ai +  BiDjCi BiCj

BjQ Ai

X

1

(4.37)

As for the state feedback case, the design begins with separation of uncertain terms 

from other part of the expression. To accommodate the uncertainty terms, the closed-loop 

system state equation is first expanded as follows:

Ai +  BiDjQ BiCj

BjQ  k j

Aoi + BoiDjQ BoiCj

BjQ
+

Au Bu An- 0 A2i 0

0  0 _o a2;- B2iDjCi B2iCj_

(4.38)

—Aoi + BoiKjQ + AnA(A2i + B2iKjQ ) ,

where

Kj =

Au

Aj Bj Aoi 0 0 B0i 0 I

Dl
=

0 0
,Bai =

I  0
> Ci —

Ci 0

Au Bu A2i 0 0  0
,A ,■ =

Ay 0
,Aii = ,B2i =

0  0 0 0 0 B2i 0 A2 i

Then the condition on MSS is equivalent to the feasibility of the following matrix in

equality:

Pi jAoi + A of l  j + Pi j&oiKjCi + Cf  K j  B^Pj j  +  P{ jAuAi (A2i +  B2iKjCi)

+ ( A 2 i  +  B 2 i K j C i ) T A f A { iP i j  +  'Z k e S i  cCikPkj +  'Zk<as2 P jk P i k  <  0 - 

Similar to the state feedback case, the sufficient condition for closed-loop system’s MSS 

is that there exist Kj, P i j >  0, scalar e^ >  0  satisfying the following matrix inequality:

PijAoi +  A of l j  +  PijBoiKjQ +  C j K j B l P i j  +  EijPijA 1 iAjPij  ^

+ £ - j1 {A2i +  B2iK]Cl)T(A2i +  B2iKjCi) +  X*€5l a ikPkj +  2 keSl ftjkPik <  0.

As same as the state-feedback control case, where a two-step procedure is proposed 

to solve FDI-dependent controller. The sufficient conditions for the existence of dynamic 

output feedback controller K j  is given in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.7 There exists dynamic output feedback controller o f the form (4.36) that sta

bilizes the uncertain system (4.37) in the MSS sense if  Vi £ S\, j  € S2 there exist feasible 

solution Pij > 0 , scalar £jj > 0  for following matrix inequalities:

* - I 0 0

* * - E i j l 0

* * * — Eijl

Hg(i,j) RfjW u+A Iw -u eijPijA U G Pij~
* -W T w n - e u w £w 2, 0

* * — £ / / /

* * *

< 0 , (4.40)

< 0, (4.41)

where

ker(
WU 

W2i

W3i = ker(Ci),

Bli B l

j)  -  W3i (P i jA Oi + A l i p i j +  'LkeSi a ikPkj +  2,keS2 P ljk p ik) W 3h 

H yif j ) =  PijA^i TA^Pij +  a ikPkj +  'LkcSz PjkPik-

Proof: Using Reciprocal Projection Lemma, it follows that: the feasibility of (4.39) is 

equivalent to the existence of Pij,Kj, Tij, and Qij >  0  satisfying:

H s(i,j) C fK jB l f i j  +  TT ( A v  +  BvK jQ )7 eijPijA
* ~ Q i j 0 0

* * — £ i j l 0

* * * — E i j l

< 0 , (4.42)

where

H&(i, j ) — PijAoi +AliPij + ^  CtikPkj +  X  PjkPik +  Qij ~  (Tij +  Pij)-
k£.S\ k(z.S2
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Use Projection Lemma as in the state feedback case, rewrite the inequality above as:

H(i, j)  +  Uf xJVij +  VfiXjUi <  0 ,

Hsij T t-
ij

AT2i eijPijA\i
* — Qij 0 0

* * —£j/7 0

* * * — Eijl

Ui

V ij =

Ci 0  0  0  0

0 B l f i j  BT2i 0 0

Xj = Kj.

Then the original matrix feasibility is equivalent to that of:

N'Ij HNu, < 0, Ny,.HNVij < 0. 

Substitute all known expressions into (4.43) to obtain:

WjHsyWu W j,A l nr,.n A h

* — Q ij 0 0
* * — £; j l  0
* * * — Eijl

< 0 ,

- K P ^  Qijpu W u  -  etjWjiWti W'iP^Tij +  W^Au 0

* H%ij E ijP i jM i

* * -E ijl

< 0.

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

Define Rij — Pij 17]y- and Qij = PijPij, and use Schur complement, (4.44) is equivalent 

to (4.40). Similarly for (4.45), apply congruence transformation with

0 7 0 

7 0 0 

0 0 7
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and use the inequality

P i j P i j  ~  ( P i j R i j  +  R f j P i j )  — ( P i j  ~  P i j ) T  ( P i j  ~~ P - i j ) i

it can be seen that (4.45) holds if (4.41) holds. This complete the proof. □

Just like in the state-feedback case, after calculating feasible solutions of (4.40) and 

(4.41), substitute these values into the original matrix inequality (4.39) to solve output 

feedback controller Kj.

Remark 4.3 Unlike in the full information output feedback controller design, where the 

“change o f variable” method is used and the constraint brought in is that only full-order 

strict proper dynamic output feedback controller can be designed using that algorithm. 

Here, the parameters o f the controller are stacked up into a matrix, and no constraints are 

imposed on the order and structure o f this matrix, therefore, both full-order and reduced- 

order controller can be calculated.

Example 4.1 The purpose of this example is to provide a state-feedback design result 

where the algorithm proposed for FDI-based controller in this chapter is applied. Con

sider a second-order system, S =  {1, 2}. (A\,B\,C\)  is assumed to be the normal system 

model and (Ai^Bi^Cf) is a faulty one:

1 0 0
Aoi =  Aq2 = > Bqi =

0 0 . 8 -0.25 C

0 0 . 2 r
B02 = o II £ II 1 2

-0 .25 0.05 L J

The weighting matrices for the disturbance imposed on the state equation, and the bounds 

for AAi, ABi, i =  1 , 2 , are given as:

0.05 0.05 0 . 1  0
,£>2 = ,A\i = An  =  B\i =  B2i =

0.05 0 . 1 0  0 . 1
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The transition rate matrix for fault and FDI Markov chain is chosen as: a  =
-0 .5  0.5 

2 - 2

- 0.1 0.1 

0.1 - 0.1
For this system, a state feedback control is designed by solving the LMIs developed in 

this section. The solutions are obtained as:

Xu

X2x =

1.3107 -0.0364

-0.0364 0.7634

0.7036 -0.0880

-0.0880 0.6203

1.2922 1.2922
,[5

1.2912 1.2912

1.1208 8.9006

-7.4239 -2.1148

,X n  =
1.2347 0.0484 

0.0484 0.6175

, * 2 2

J‘Jl

,K2

0.8821 -0.1472

-0.1472 0.7191

1.365 1.3051

1.3519 1.4351

0.2009 8.4035

7.7094 -1.7643

By using the first set of controllers, a single sample path simulation is performed, and 

the results are shown in Figure 4.1. The disturbance is modeled as w(t) — e~o u sinr. In 

Figure 4.1(a) and (b), the mode of fault process £(*) and the FDI decision process r\ (t ) are 

present respectively. The controller used at the time constant t is dependent on the value of 

f}(t) at that moment. When zero and non-zero initial states are used in simulation, results 

show that the system is stable, and the disturbance w(t) is attenuated.

4.5.3 State Feedback Controller Design: an Improved Approach

In the previous parts of this section, algorithms using Projection Lemma to solve for state- 

feedback controller and output-feedback controller are discussed, where in design of output 

feedback controller, approximation is used to simplify the design. However, the design 

involves two steps. Other design variables are solved in the first step while the controller 

is solved in the second. However, some trials and errors may be needed before getting the
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System modes & States (x0’»[0 OJ)

Fault mode I
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System output & Input noise
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—  y
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0.2
®

I
o>ra5

- 0.2

-0.4

-O.i

- 0.1

Time(second)

Figure 4.1. Single sample path simulation: (a) system modes; (b) FDI modes; (c) system 

state response; (d) the system output and disturbance

controller, which undoubtedly is not satisfactory. In this part, a much simpler method in 

designing FDI-based state-feedback controller will be given.

The method used here is close to the common Lyapunov function approach. Common 

Lyapunov function is widely used in the design of complex systems, where a set of subsys

tems exists, e.g. for switching systems, or systems with multiple objectives, e.g. H2 /H 00
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control design [96], Using common Lyapunov function may simplify the design, result in 

LMI rather than generally untractable multi-objective nonlinear matrix inequalities.

However, direct use of common Lyapunov function may be unrealistic for some situa

tions. Just cite stochastic FTCS as an example, where the MSS condition for continuous

time systems are:

Pij (.A; +  BiKj) +  {Ai +  BiKj) T Pij + X  CtikPkj + X  PjkPik <  0. (4.46)

Setting either Ptj  =  P{, Vy £ S2 or Ptj  =  Pj, Vi G Si will eliminate the term Pjkpik or 

'ZkeSi a ikPkj in the MSS condition shown in (4.46) respectively, which means information 

on FDI process or fault process is not utilized, and very conservative design results can be 

expected.

In the area of multi-objective design, it is well known the design generally cannot be 

directly solved using convex optimization unless some trade-offs are made. Therefore, the 

research on how to minimize the conservatism brought in, when cast the original conditions 

into LMI based ones, is quite active. A feasible approach is to introduce some instrumen

tal variables, then set these variables common instead of Lyapunov function, thus can be 

expected to minimize the conservatism. The converted control problem is also denoted as 

“mixed control problem” to differentiate from “multi-objective control problem” [97].

Theorem 4.8 Under the state-feedback control law u(t) =  Kjx(t), the FTCS (4.4) is MSS 

if Vi G S j, j  G S2 , there exist positive definite matrices Xij > 0, Qj and Kj for the following 

LMI:

* ~Xij

* *

* *

where

Hlij > y/&i,i— lA ' ' '  j y j > \ j Pj,j— 1^’ yj@j,j+

Q jH u j Qj
0 0

Hlij 0

* - X i j

Xi, j+li ' ■ ■

< 0, (4.47)
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Furthermore, the state-feedback control gain is given by Kj =  KjQj  \

Proof: For matrix inequality (4.46), use Reciprocal Projection Lemma 4.4 to obtain:

2 & j  a ikPkj +  2 & j  J8)kPik +  Pij -  (Wj +  Wj) (Ai +  BiKj +  0.5(an +  jBjf l )T Pi} +  Wj
< 0 .

The (l,l)-entry implies that Qj is nonsingular, then it is valid to define =  Pfj1, 

Qj — W fx. Pre- and post-multiply the above matrix inequality by 7ji;- =  diag{gj, X,; } 

and Tfij,

" Q ] ( Z v ja ikPkj + 2 w P }k P ik+ P ij)Q j-(Q j+ Q j)

Q ] (At +  BiKj +  0.5 (an + 0j •)/) T +X,

- X i u
< 0.

Use Schur complement lemma to expand the quadratic terms in the (l,l)-entry and 

define Kj  — KjQj,  then the results shown in (4.47) can be obtained. □

Similarly, for discrete-time systems, corresponding results for state-feedback controller 

design can be obtained.

Theorem 4.9 Under the state-feedback control law u(k) = Kjx(k), the FTCS (4.5) is MSS 

i f  Vi G 5 j, j  6  S2 , there exist positive definite matrices Rij > 0, Qj and K jfor the following 

LMI:

Rij
2T a T  1 i>T t>T

AiGj+BiKj

Gj Af + Kj B\ Gj + Gj -  S neS2 amiffjR i 

Furthermore, the state feedback gain is given by Kj =  K jG j1.

> 0. (4.48)

Proof: Start from the other form of MSS condition for closed-loop FTCS:

Pmn  +  X ^ i m f i j n A i j P i j A i j  < 0,
ieSx jes2

(4.49)

where A, / =  A/ +  BiKj is the closed-loop system matrix.
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Since for discrete-times systems, Vt',m € Si, j ,n  € S2 , ocm > 0 and )3j„ > 0 hold, there

fore positive definite matrices satisfying Pmn =  X(-eiSl YJjes2a imfi)nRij can be defined. 

Therefore the inequality (4.49) is satisfied if

—Rij + AijPijAjj  <  0.

For this inequality, use Lemma 4.5 to obtain its equivalence as:

Rij AijGij

G U r G l + G tj-P uu ij ij
> 0.

That is:
Rij AUGU

GjjAT
> 0.

G[j +  Gij Xme5x XneS2 a miP™jRmn 

To synthesize state-feedback controller for this case, one can set Gj in the inequality, 

and define Kj =  KjGj. i.e. The controller can be solved by the LMI shown in (4.48). □

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, miscellaneous stabilization results are summarized and presented. Both 

continuous-time and discrete-time system design are covered for completeness. Results on 

full information controller are given first, which are dominant in the available literatures 

in this two-Markov-chain FTCS framework. For more practical FDI-based controller de

sign, a two-step approach using Projection Lemma is presented for both state-feedback and 

dynamic output feedback controllers, however, some trials and errors may be needed. To 

overcome this disadvantage, for state feedback controller synthesis, using mixed objective 

design techniques, the conditions can be expressed in terms of LMIs. This work can be 

regarded as the extension of the “cluster observation” of MJLS in [110].
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Chapter 5

FTCS Design for H2 Performance

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, stabilization controller design for stochastic FTCS within the two-Markov- 

chain framework was discussed. The design objective is MSS and the conditions are ex

pressed in terms of LMIs.

In this chapter, besides the MSS, input-output performance with respect to the additive 

disturbance w(t) in terms of II2 norm is studied. The H2 norm of the FTCS is defined first 

parallel to the definition of MJLS. Similar problem for MJLS was solved by Costa and his 

colleagues using the “Analytical Point of View (APV)” approach, where operator theory is 

used for analysis and design. In this approach, definition of each operator generally only 

involves closed-loop system description, therefore there is no restriction on which form the 

controller should have.

In Chapter 4, the FDI-based controller is designed either using Projection Lemma or 

common Lyapunov function like approach. Unfortunately, both methods have limitations. 

The conditions derived by using Projection Lemma is not a sufficient condition, so some 

trials and errors may be needed before obtaining the controller. On the other hand, the com

mon Lyapunov function like approach can only be used in state-feedback controller design 

with conservatism introduced inherited from common Lyapunov functions. Therefore, in 

this chapter and the next chapter, an iterative LMI algorithm is proposed to solve for the
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controller. Compared with existing ones in the previous chapters, the algorithm shown in 

this chapter has lots of advantages: It starts from a sufficient condition, and the iterative 

LMI is guaranteed for at least local convergence. And the controller can be designed with 

structure and order constraints.

In the remaining part of this chapter, the H2 control synthesis for uncertain FTCS will 

be discussed, for both continuous-time and discrete-time systems using both state-feedback 

and output-feedback control. As in the previous chapter, the iterative LMI algorithm will 

be used to solve the nonconvex optimization problem.

5.2 Modeling and Problem Formulation

5.2.1 Notation

Some special notations are used in this chapter. Set n the linear space made up of all 

91 x ^-sequence of matrices V =  Vn,V\2 ,--- ,Viq2 >v2 i , - , V qiq2 > where each Vy, i -  

1,2, • • • ,q\ , j  =  1,2, • • • ,9 2  is a m x n matrix. And denote =  { F e  j4?n,n;Vij > 0}. 

For H, L G M Jn+, the notation H > L (H > L) indicates that H[j >  (Hij > L;j) for

each i =  1,2, • • • ,9 1 , j  =  1,2, • • • ,9 2 . In this chapter, stochastic signals are assumed to 

belong to the P) probability space. For square integrable signals, i.e. w(t) (or w(k))

G L2 ( Q ,^ ,P ) ,  define the signal norm as ||wj|2  =  <^{Jo ||w(t)||2dt} for continuous-time 

signals or \\w\\2 =  <^{Xr=o llw(^)ll2} f°r discrete-time signals.

5.2.2 Fault Tolerant Control Systems Modeling

The continuous-time system to be studied in this chapter is described by:

j  x(t) =A{C{t))x(t)+ B(C(t))u(t,ri(t))+D (C(t))w(t),
% :  < (5.1)

(  y(t)= C (C (t))x(t),

where x(t) G R ' \  u(t) G w(t) G M.1, y(t) G M.q are system state variable, control in

put, disturbance and output, respectively; all matrices have corresponding compatible di

mensions. In this system, {£ (t),t > 0} and {r](t),t > 0} are Markov chains defined on
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5] =  {1 , 2 , . . . ,  q \)  and S2 =  {1 , 2 , . . . ,  q i\  with transition rate matrices [ai;] and re

spectively as defined in Chapter 3. In brief, the conventional two-Makov-chain framework 

with standard norm-bounded model uncertainties is considered in this chapter.

In the sequel, simplified notations are used with the mode £ (0  =  i and r\{t) =  j  as in 

previous chapters.

With the given state-feedback or output-feedback control law, the closed-loop system 

model can then be written as following forms:

State-feedback case:

• Output-feedback case:

x{t)

x(t)

Q  0

x(t) =  (Ai + BiKj)x(t) + Diw(t), 

y{t) = Qx{t).

Ai 4- B[DjC[ BjCj 

BjQ

x(t) 

x{t)

(5.2)

x(t)
+

A

x(t) 0
w(t),

(5.3)

For both cases, unify the notation for the closed-loop system as:

x(t) =Aijx(t) +Diw(t), 

y(t) = Q x(t),
(5.4)

where x(t) G R" is the state of the closed-loop system. And the expressions of x(t),A ij, jDj, 

Q  can be determined from equations (5.2) and (5.3) respectively.

Remark 5,1 The integrated FTC design can also be posed as a “dual control” problem, 

where dual goals, e.g. control o f trajectory ofx(t) and estimation o f C,{t) are set for the con

trol system [116], This kind o f problems is generally difficult and numerically intractable. 

For the FTCS model (5.1) adopted in this chapter, the characteristics o f the FDI scheme 

is abstracted and described by a Markov chain. Then the emphasis is on designing the 

controller to accommodate for the imperfect FDI decisions.
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5.2.3 Definition of # 2  Norm for FTCS

With the given transition rates for Markov chains £(*) and r\ (t), the augmented stochastic 

process {£(/), t](f)} taking values on S\ x S2 is still a Markov chain with the following 

transition rate, where Y(ii,j1),(i2,j2 ) rePresents the transition rate from the state C — h ,  =  j \  

to the state £ =  h , V =  7 2 '•

5 *2> 71 7*2?

h = h i h ^ h ,  { 55)

,12 ) 7^ *2; 7 l =  7 2;

0, i t  ^  *2, 71 7^ 72-

Therefore, the closed-loop FTCS described in Section 5.2.1 can be formulated as MJLS 

with clustered (partial) observations. For the joint Markov chain {£(?),r](t)}, each state 

can be represented by a pair (/, j ) , i  € Si, j  € S2 , in which i stands for the hidden part of 

Markov state, and j  is the directly observable part.

By assuming the linear control law u(t, rj (t)) is known, for the given open-loop system 

the closed-loop system description can be written out as in (5.4), based on which the 

stability and the H2 norm of the FTCS can be defined.

Definition 5.1 The H2 norm of an MSS system %  is given by

q\ <12 1

\ M  =  X  X  X  Aylby/wlta 1 (5-6)
1=1 7=1 m= 1

where yijm is the output of the system with initial conditions £(0) =  i, t] (0) =  j, disturbed 

by w(t) =  em8 {t). em is a /-dimensional unitary vector with its m-th entry as 1 and other 

entries as 0’s. 8 (t) is an impulse function and Pij is the initial probability distribution for 

C(0 ) =  h t](0 ) =  7 .

Considering the FTCS in (5.4) can be formulated as a MJLS with partial observations, 

the above definition of H2  norm is analogous to that of MJLS in [29].
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Furthermore, for matrices 5, P €  J ( f n + , the following definitions are given:

% j ( S )  =  A i j S i j  +  St jAJj  +  H I ,  a kiSkj +  Y t x  P l j S * ,

^ i j (P )  =  AfjPij +  PijAij +  Ofcfly +  X £ j  0 j 

• ^ ( 5 ) =  [ ? u ( S ) ,  ^ 1 2 (5 ) ,  • • • ,  Srlq2(S ) ,  # 21  ( S ) ,  • • • ,  < W S ) ] ,  

i? (P ) =  [ ifn (F ), Jfn (P ), • •• , ^ 2 1  (P), •••, i W P )

[c [C i,C [C i,--- ,C [C i, Qr C2 , - . . ,C j 1Q 1] G ^ +
—V"

<12

p jV  — P\\P)\D\ i P\2D\D\ , ■ • • i Pî P̂ lP̂ l ) P 2 1 ^ 2 ^ 2  ’ ”  ' ’ P91 <̂3 £ j e n+.

Assuming that the closed-loop system is MSS, use the available results on the Hz norm 

to have

\ m i  = l1L i Z % l P tiM bJP ijDd = l t l l % l Tr(CiSljCT) , (5.7)

where P and S are the solutions of (P) =  0 and &(S) + Qj V =  0 respectively.

To avoid solving coupled equations, convert the result above into matrix inequalities:

Theorem 5.1 The continuous-time FTCS (5.4) is MSS and the Hz norm ||£fc ||2  can be de

termined, if\/i E S \ , j  <E Sz, there exist Zij and positive symmetric matrices Pij >  0 satisfying 

the following matrix inequality problem:

\ W c \ \ l =  M ^ S ^ P y T r t Z y )  

s.t. £)JPijDi < Zij,

5?ij(P)+CjCi<  0.

(5.8)

(5.9) 

(5.10)

Proof: Assume P\ is the solution of ^ f  (P) +  J f  — 0, i.e. (Pi) +  =  0 and P2 is a

solution of J S f ( P ) + ^ <  0, i.e. j£?(P2) < 0. Since >  0, it has Jzf]y(P2) <  0, V i —

1,2, • • •, q i ; j  =  1,2, • • •, g2. Define a stochastic Lyapunov function v(x(t),G(t),i](t)) = 

xT (t)Pz(C(t),rj (t))x(t), then when £(f) = i, rj (t ) = j, the weak infinitesimal operator de

fined on v is srfv =  x(t)T'̂ Fij(Pf)x(t) < 0. Hence the system is mean-square stable (MSS).

From Proposition 2 of [29], it follows that P2 >  Pi. Furthermore, for any given e > 0 

and the matrix Pi satisfying 2zf (Pi) +  JZ  =  0, there exists P2 satisfying 2z?(P) +  JZ  <  0 

and ||P2.. — P\u || <  £. Therefore, it leads to (5.8). □
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5.3 Synthesis of Robust H i  Controller: Continuous-time

Case

With the stability and # 2  norm of the stochastic FTCS defined in Section 5.2, in this section, 

the synthesis of continuous-time robust # 2  control for the system in (5.1) is addressed. Due 

to the presence of model uncertainties, the design objective for synthesis of robust fault 

tolerant controllers is to make \\& c \\2 < where p  is a given positive scalar.

5.3.1 Robust H 2 State-feedback Controller

First consider the state-feedback case, i.e. for £(t) =  i, r\(t) =  j ,  the controller has the 

form U j { t )  =  Kjx(t), and the closed-loop FTCS is given in (5.2) and (5.4). The following 

theorem provides sufficient conditions for solving the robust H2  state-feedback control.

Theorem 5.2 For the stochastic uncertain FTCS CSC in (5.2) and given a positive scalar p, 

the system is MSS and satisfies the H2 performance with \ \& c \\2 <  if  there exist > 0, 

Wnj, W2 ij, Quj, Qnj, Zij, Kj and positive scalars £ij. §ij, A,y, i € Si, j  G S2, so that the 

following LMIs with equality constraints hold:

91 92

I S  P u M Z j )  <  v 1 ,
«=12=1

-Quj W2 lj - \ Z i j  0  X ijl-W zij

*

*

*

D

-Xij

0

0
< 0 ,

(5.11)

(5.12)
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F 2ij =

Hoij Y. .&T a O/12( Z j c f H\ij X tj-W u j -Aoi 4- BqiKj -\-W\ij 0

* — £ijl 0 0 0 0 0

* * — Ajy/ 0 0 0 0

* * * Hlij 0 0 0

* * * * - / 0 0

* * * * * - I k J Bt

* * * * * * - S i, /

< 0 ,

(5.13)

where

Hoij 

Hi ij 

Hi ij

((Xu +  f3jj)Xjj +  £(■ jA  i ,A j i +  <5( jBuB\i Quj,

i]

diag\X\j, • • • ,Xi_i j,Xi-^i j ,  • ■ ■ ,X[\, • • • • • •}.

And it should be satisfied that

Quj = W u jW S j ,  

Qlij =  % 7 ^ 7 -

77ren f/ie s t a t e  f e e d b a c k  c o n t r o l l e r  i s  o b t a i n e d  a s  U j ( t )  =  K j x ( t ) .

(5.14)

(5.15)

Proof: This theorem can be shown by using Theorem 5.1. In the state-feedback case, 

the operator J fij(P) in (5.10) can be expressed as

q\ q2

fifij(P) =  Pij (A i+BiK j)  +  {Ai +  B i K j f  Pij +  £  a ikPkj +  £  Pjkpik-
k=1 fc=l

Since A,, contain norm-bounded model uncertainties, use Lemma 4.2 to obtain the 

following inequalities, i.e. for positive scalars £,y and S,y, it is true that

Pi j { A u A \ iA l l ) +  ( A uA uA 2i)JPi j  <  e f j l A 2iA 2i +  e i jP‘j A liA liPij> 

P i f i B u A i ^ K j  +  K j { B XiA 2iB 2i ) TPij <  5 ^ K j B T2iB 2iK j  +  8 ^ ^ ] . ^ .
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By substituting these inequalities back into i ?ij(P), it can be easily seen that (5.10) 

holds if there exist positive scalars e,y and <5;y, i e S i J e  S2, such that

Pij (A0i +  B0 iKj) +  (A0i + B0 iK j)T Ptj +  I t  1 oCikPkj + P}kPk +  ef. lA T2 iA2i
(5.16)

AeijPijAuAlPj + 8 ^ K]B T2 iB2iKj +  + C f Q  <  0.

For nonlinear matrix inequality shown in (5.16), begin with removing the coupling 

between P,j and the controllers Kj. For this purpose, the slack variables P\ij > 0 and Wuj 

with compatible dimensions are introduced. Use Lemma 4.4 to get

Hoi j Pi j (Aoi + Bq,K/) +  W\ij 

* “ Ay
< 0 , (5.17)

where
41 42

Hotj =  £  a ikPk j+ 2  P)kpik +  eij XA T2 lA2i + 8 U 1 K j B l2 lB2lKj +  C'fQ
k=\ Jt=i

4* Pij (^ijAuAu +  8ijBuBu) Pij +  P\ ij W u j-W lij.

Since Puj here can be any positive matrix, without loss of generality, set Pi ij ■ A,-;7 ■

8 ^jl K jB 2 iB2 iKj, where Xij is a positive scalar large enough to guarantee P\ij >  0. Define 

Xij =  P[P, Wuj =  XjjWuj, pre- and post-multiply (5.17) with diag{Xij, I}. Use Schur 

complement to expand quadratic terms in the (1 , 1) and (2 , 2 ) entries to get the following 

matrix inequality:

£0  ij XijAT2i XijCf Huj k j X i j - W l i j A0i+BoiKj  +  W\ij 0

* — EijI 0 0 0 0 0

* * - 7 0 0 0 0

* * * H2 ij 0 0 0

* * * * —Xij I 0 0

* * * * * —XijI K ] B T2i

* * * * * * - S i j I

< 0 ,

where

Huj = XU 

Hlij -

y / ^ i l P  1 y/CCi,i— l P  \ / ( * i , i + l P  "  ’ ■> y j P j \ P  > \ J P j , j — \ P  \ J @ j , j + \ P

diag\X\ji  ■ • • , Xi— \ j , Xi-\-1  j ,  • • • jXn, • • • ,Xij-\,Xij- ( _ i ,  • • • ) ■ •
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Notice that both A,-y- and Â 1 appear in the inequality above, which makes it hard to choose 

Xij as a decision variable. To overcome this problem, again pre- and post-multiply the above 

matrix inequality by a diagonal matrix, diag{X?jI, AA/, AZl, X^I, AA2/, A A5/, A3/},

WujWiij, to get the inequalitythen define £(j — Aiy£/y, 5/y — AijSiji Xij ^ijXij, Guy

(5.13).

For the inequality (5.9), apply Lemma 4.4 again with slack variables Puj >  0 and 

to obtain its equivalence as:

Zy +  D j PijDj +  P2ij ■ W n j-W ,2 ij W2 ij

~P2 ij
< 0 .

Without loss of generality, set P2 ij =  A(y7 -  D[PijDi, and define Wuj — Wuj +  jZij, then 

the inequality can be expressed in terms of new variables as:

X ijl-W xi] W ij W2 ij 2Zij 

-Xijl + D f PijDi
< 0 .

Use Schur complement to expand quadratic terms in (2, 2)-entry and obtain:

A i j l - W v j - W l  W z“j
*

*

2 ij -Z- ■ 2 ^tJ

- V

o

D f
-X u

< 0.

Since in (5.13), Xij is the decision variable, so here pre- and post-multiply diag{Xi2jI,
_ i  i

A 2 1 , Xfjl}, then expand quadratic terms in the (1, l)-entry to obtain the inequality (5.12).

Due to the presence of model uncertainties, the design objective is chosen as ||(fc ||2  <  P- 

Hence, it implies (5.11) by considering the expression of Hi norm given in (5.8).

Finally, the inequalities (5.8)-(5.10) in Theorem 5.1 are converted to LMIs (5.11)-

(5.13), and it follows that the MSS and the Hi performance \\%?c\\i < n  are satisfied upon 

their feasibilities. Hence the proof. □

Remark 5.2 Although introducing slack variables Wuj, Wuj and A,y increases the number 

o f decision variables, the advantages it brings are twofold. Firstly, there are more degrees
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o f design freedom, which will reduce the conservatism introduced when converting the non- 

convex optimization into convex ones. Secondly, the coupling between Pij and controller Kj 

is removed. This is especially useful in extending the design to output feedback control (to 

be discussed in Section 5.3.3). Furthermore, since the structural constraints o f controllers 

(e.g., diagonal structure o f gain for static decentralized controllers) can be reserved during 

the design procedure, and the reduced order controller and structural controllers can be 

found if  they exist.

Another advantage comes from the capability to handle polytopic model uncertainties, 

which is described in Chapter 4. Since Xij does not couple with other decision variables, 

it is possible to solve X-j for each Af, Bk, Cf, D k to avoid using a single Xij. Thus the 

conservatism introduced in can can reduced. Similar approaches are used for discrete

time LTI systems in [8 8 ].

5.3.2 Algorithm for Solving LMIs with Equality Constraints

In Theorem 5.2, the nonlinear matrix inequalities have been converted into LMIs with 

equality constraints (5.14), (5.15). However, since the constraints are not in linear forms, 

this problem is still difficult to solve. A similar situation, where non-convex constraints 

appear, arises when dealing with reduced-order output-feedback (ROF) or static output- 

feedback (SOF) stabilization problem, and a number of numerical algorithms have been 

proposed [50]. The LMI-based algorithms include alternating projection, min-max algo

rithm, the XY-centering algorithm, and the cone complementarity linearization (CCL) al

gorithm. In [50], numerical simulations were performed to compare the performance and 

convergence of some of these algorithms, and the CCL algorithm has the best performance. 

In this section, we adopt the Cone Complementarity Linearization algorithm for solving the 

matrix inequality problem with equality constraints.

For i G S\, j  € S2  and the sufficiently small positive scalars cuj, c^ij, first of all define
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the following inequalities:

Fuj + diag{cujl, 0, 0, 0} <  0, 

F2ij + diag{c2 ijl, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 } < 0 ,

(5.18)

(5.19)

then the following sets can be defined:

^ 1  {Xij-, Gij, 8(j, A/j , W\ij, W2jji Qliji Q2ijjZij,Kj)

=  {(Xij,£ij,8 ij,Xij,Wuj,W 2 ij,Q uj,Q 2 ij,Zij,Kj) satisfying (5.11), (5.18) and (5.19)},

(5.20)

&2 (Quj ,WUj) =  {(Q\ij-WUj) satisfying

&3(Q2ij,W2ij) =  { (Q2ij,W2ij) satisfying

Quj  WUj 

n j  i

Q2 ij w2ij

%  i

> 0},

> 0}.

(5.21)

(5.22)

The following iterative algorithm is used to solve the LMIs with equality constraints. 

Algorithm 5.1:

(1) Preset cuj, c2ij as sufficiently small positive scalars.

(2 ) Initialization: Set k = 0, determine (X?., eg, <5°., A P., W?u , W°7, Q°Uj, .y, z g , ) e

&i n Q 2 n f l 3.

(3) Determine (x j+1, e*+1, 5J+1, AJ+1, , Aj+1) as the unique

solution of the optimization problem:

2 91
J  =m in X X X  Tr(e,y  -  WjjjWfo -  WujWjfj)

/=i/=H=i (5.23)

s.t. (Xij,Eij,8ij,^ij,Wuj,W2i j ,Quj ,Q2ij,Zij,Kj) €E Qi f l£l2 n Q 3 .

(4) If Qk+X -  W ^ W ^ 1 < cujl, f o r / =  1,2, i e S h j e S 2 , then stop and K f l is the 

feasible controller; otherwise, set k — k+  1, go to step (3).
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The stop criterion in step (4) is to terminate the iteration when the solution (X^+1, 1,

<5̂ +1, A*+1, W -̂y1, Z^"1, Kj+l) from step (3) already satisfies (5.11)-(5.13) with

equality constraints (5.14), (5.15) by choosing Quj = W ^ lW ^ [T and Q2/7 =

Definition 5.2 For the sets flfi, Q2 , O3 defined in (5.20)-(5.22), I =  1,2, i e  S\, j  e  S2 , 

and constant matrices Q^j, Wfij, define the constrained optimization problem at the £-th 

step as follows:

r  =  mi„y-» =  m i„  £ f=1 , 2 % , T r (e fy  +  f ily  -  ^

S. f. (Z;j . £jy, <5/y. A/j , W/ij,Qiij) E Qj n  0,2 fl ̂ 3-

In (5.24), at the &-th step, QkUj is a constant matrix, so it does not affect the optimization 

result when dropped out of the objective function in (5.23) of Algorithm 5.1. Therefore, 

the two optimization problems in (5.23) and (5.24) have the same solution. The following 

theorem shows the convergence of Algorithm 5.1.

Theorem 5.3 In Definition 5.2, f t  > 0 and the sequence {/* , f t  , • • •} is monotonically 

non-increasing and convergent. Furthermore, ft* = 0 i f  and only if  Quj — WujWfij holds 

at the optimum, I — 1,2, i G S i, j  G S2 .

Proof: In (5.24), QkUj + Quj — W^-W^j — WujWjfj is a linearized form of the nonlinear 

function Quj — WujW^y From (5.21) and (5.22), it is obvious that Tr(<2^ +  Quj — —

0. So ft* — m m ft  >  0.

From step (3) of Algorithm 5.1, it is clear that (Q^j, Wfcj) is a feasible solution in the 

set n  n  Q3 obtained from the (k — l)-th step, when substitute it into the objective 

function f t + 1  in (5.24), the following equation can be obtained,

Then due to the global optimization property of the LMI, the following is true:
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which means that j** is monotonically non-increasing for all k, and with a lower bound

0. Therefore, the sequence is convergent. It is obvious that the optimum of the iteration 

process corresponds to /* =  0  when Quj =  WujWfij. □

Remark 5.3 The constraints Quj =  WnjWjjj, i e  Si, j  e  5 2 , I = 1,2 are achieved at the 

boundary o f the convex sets Q2 and &3 , while the LMI solver can only handle strict LMIs, 

e.g. finding solutions in the interior o f the solution set. Therefore, in order to make sure that 

the inequalities (5.12) and (5.13) are satisfied under this circumstance, the set is enlarged 

so that the boundary is included inside. This is the purpose o f introducing sufficiently small 

positive scalars cuj and C2 ij in (5.18) and (5.19).

5.3.3 Robust H 2 Output Feedback Controller

Given the output feedback controller and the corresponding closed-loop system represen

tation (5.3) and (5.4), the first step is to separate model uncertainties from the closed-loop 

system matrices, For this purpose, the following notations are used:

5a
> 1 iOO 0 Bot 0 I Au B\i

,Aoi = ,B0i = ,C/ = A\t =
Cj Dj 0 0 I  0 Q  0 0 0

A2( 0 0  0 Ai 0 Di r ~\
An = ,B 2 i - ,A = ,Di = >Cli = Q  0

0  0 0  B2i 0 a 2 0

Then the closed-loop system matrices can be written as:

Ay — Aoi +  BoiKjQ +Ai,-A(A2i +§2iKjCi) ,  Di — Di, Q  =  Cu.

In this case, the expression of the operator 2z? for the closed-loop system (5.3) is ob

tained:

2>ij (P) =  PijA0i + A l iPij +  PijBoiKjQ +  C J  K j  B ^ j  +  PljA uA(A2l +  B^KjQ)

+(A2; +  B2ik j Ci)TA [ A[lPij  +  S fL i OtkPkj +  I t i  PjiAk.

From Lemma 4.2, for any positive scalars euj and £21 j,  i <E S \ , j  G S2 , it is true:

Pij A uA(A2l + B 2iKjCi) +  {A2i +  B2iKjCi)TATATliPij  

<  (A2l +  B2iKjCi)Tr f 1 (A2l +  B2iKjCi) +  PjAuT.jAjPij ,
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where Tp takes the form r(/- =  diag{£ujl, e 2 ijl}  >  0 to accommodate the block diagonal 

norm-bounded uncertainty A.

With the augmented closed-loop system description, the remaining part of derivation 

is similar to that of the state-feedback case. For brevity, only main results are provided as 

shown in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.4 For the stochastic FTCS in (5.3) and given a H2 performance bound p, the 

closed-loop system is MSS and satisfies the H2 performance with \ \ ^ c \[2 <  B if there exist 

Xij > 0, Wuj, W2 ij, Quj, Q2 ij, Zij, Kj and positive scalars Xij, Suj, £2 ij, i G S i,;  € S2 , so 

that the following LMIs with equality constraints hold:

91 92

X  X  P/j'Tr(Z/j) < p 2,
i=lj=l

-Qlij W2 i j - \ Z i j  0  X ijl-W 2ij

(5.25)

D{

- X ,ij

0

0
< 0, (5.26)

Hop XijCfi HUj X j - W u j Aoi +  BoiKjCi +  Wn j 0

* —XijI 0 0 0 0

* * H2ij 0 0 0

* * * - I 0 0

* * * * - / (A2i +  B2iKjCi)T

* * * * *

< 0 , (5.27)

where H0i j  = (an+ f i lj j ) X i j + A n T i j A { i - Q u j ,  T i j  = d ia g {l\ijf £2 p i } .  The output feedback 

controller is obtained as Kj. (Other variables are defined the same as in the state-feedback 

case.)

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2, hence omitted. □

Similar as in the state feedback case, LMIs with equality constraints are obtained in this 

case, the Algorithm 5.1 can be applied with little modifications.
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5.4 Synthesis of Robust H 2 Control: Discrete-time Case

In previous sections, the design of robust H2 FTC with both state feedback and output 

feedback is discussed for the continuous-time systems. In this section, the same design 

problem is treated but for the discrete-time systems.

Consider a discrete-time open loop system as:

f  x (k + l)  =A(C(k))x{k)+B(Z{k))u{r](k))+D{{;(k))w(k),
Wd: < (5.28)

(  y(k) =  C( £(*))*(*).

£ (k) and r\ (k) are discrete-time homogeneous Markov chains with transition rate ma

trices from £(&) = ih  r\(k) =  j \  to £(& +  1 ) =  i2, r\{k + 1 ) =  j 2 as [aiuh} and 

respectively.

In this section, the state feedback control u{r\(k)) =  K(r}(k))x(k) is considered. The 

closed-loop system has the following state space representation:

x(k) = (A(C(k)+B(C(k))K(r](k)))x(k)+D(C(k))w(k), 

y(k)= C(C(k))x(k).

Consider joint process {£(&), V (k)j, which is still a Markov chain, and the transition 

rate for this process from £ (k) = i i , rj (k) = j \  to the next state £ (k + 1 ) =  i2, rj (k + 1 ) =  j 2

i s a ‘u ^ i h -
For P e  M Jn+ and £ (k) =  i, r] (k) =  j, the following operator can be defined as:

SSU(P) =  ( A , + B lKj )T (sfLi s?i, {A,+B,Kj ) ,

M(P) = [M „(P),& n(P),— M q in (P)\

In this case, the H2 norm is given in the following definition.

Definition 5.3 The H2 norm of a MSS system ^  is given by

q \  92 l

\ W 4 22 =  1 1  X  f t y l b y J i ,  (5.31)
i=l j=lm=l

where y(;m is the output of the system with initial conditions £(0 ) =  i, r\ (0 ) =  j  and is 

disturbed by w(0 ) =  em, w(k) =  0  for k = 1 , 2 , • • •. em is the unitary /-dimensional vector
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with its OT-th entry as 1 and other entries as 0 ’s. pij is the initial probability distribution for 

£ ( 0 )  =  i, r j ( 0 )  =  j .

For such an / / 2 norm, the following results are given:

Lemma 5.1 ( [34]) The H2 norm o f the closed-loop system (5.29) is

1 % , PyTr { D j  ( s «  , o n t^ P u )  a }

@ (P )-P  + JZs.t.

where jfC in this case is e j e R+. □

As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the condition in Lemma 5.1 can be expressed in the 

form of matrix inequalities. With the state-feedback control, the inequality &ij(P) — Pij +  

Cj Ci < 0 is of the form:

( 91 92 \
£  £  cCikFjiPki (Ai +  BiKj) -  Pij +  Cj Ci <  0. (5.32)

*=iz=i J

For the inequality above, introducing slack variable Gij with proper dimension using 

Lemma 4.5, then its feasibility is equivalent to that of the following inequality:

P ij-C jC i (Ai + B iK j fG l
> 0. (5.33)

GijiA, +  BiKj) Gij + Gj, -  (Z tL i

Assuming that the system (5.28) contains the same form of norm-bounded model un

certainties except that uncertainties depend on £ (k) now, the inequality above can also be 

expressed as follows:

P u - c f c , (A® + BoiKj)TGfj

_Gi;(A0j + Ba Kj) Gij +  Gfj -  (x«L, 2 ® , OtojEl‘,Ptf

+

+

A \t K jB l

0

7 2'
0

1
0

 

, <

0

1-----

_ °  AI 0 Bl Gl .
(5.34)

0 0 An 0

1OC4
1

GijAu GijB\t 0  A2; BiiKj 0

> 0 .
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Then the inequality (5.34) holds for all admissible model uncertainties, if one can find 

positive scalars Sp > 0  and Sij > 0 , i G Si,y G 5 2 , such that the following inequality holds

H3ij (Aoi + BoiKj)TGjj

G i j  (Aoi +  B o iK j) H 4i j

where

< 0 , (5.35)

Hyp = C jQ  -  PU +  e j A T2 iA2i +  d ^ K j B T2 iB2 iK j,

H^ij =  —Gij — Gfj + (xfLi S /i i  &ikPjiPki  ̂+  GijfejAuA^ + SijBuB^Gfj.

Note that the (2, 2)-entry implies X /li otikPpPki^ ~  Gij -  Gfj < 0, hence Gij +  

Gfj > 0, and Gij is nonsingular. Therefore Gij — Gjj1 can be defined. Pre- and post- 

multiply (5.35) by diag{I, Gp} and its transpose, then expand those quadratic terms in the 

(1, 1) and (2, 2)-entries using Schur complement to obtain:

3̂ i j  —

CT C —P-c i '-'i Aoi+BoiKj 

-Gij — Gfj + £ij A i iAfi +  SijBuBfi 

*

*

*

0

-Sij I

*

*

0

0

- V

0

Hsij

0

0

H(>ij

< 0 ,

(5.36)

where

H s i j  =  G ij anPjj/, y/anPfrl,■■■, yjaaj3ji/,■ • •, yja-hqx£>)ml
G()ij diagfXn,^fi2 ) ■ ■ ■ ■ 1 • • • ■ - Xq 11/2 } ■

The condition for finding a H2 state-feedback controller can be summarized in the fol

lowing theorem.

Theorem 5.5 For the discrete-time FTCS (5.28) and a given positive scalar p., the system 

is MSS and satisfies <  P if there exist Kj, Gij, Pij > 0, Xp > 0 and positive scalars

Sij, Sij, i G S \ ,j& S 2, such that the following matrix inequalities are satisfied:

91 92 ( (  91 92

A/n-lor SXaaflj,
1 = 1 7 — 1 (  V t = i / = t

P u  A > < P  , (5.37)
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F-nj <  0. (5.38)

with equality constraint Pi jXij =  I. And the state feedback controller is obtained as U j ( k )  =  

Kjx(k).

Note that in (5.36), both Pij, appear and there are non-convex constraints PijXij =  /. 

Similarly, the iterative LMI algorithm can be used to find feasible solution Pij,Xij, Gij, 

Zij,Eij,Sij. Unlike in the continuous-time case, the equality constraints in this case are 

in the bilinear form. For this kind of problem, recently a new iterative algorithm was 

developed called SLPMM-sequential linear programming matrix method [71], which can 

be regarded as an improvement of CCL algorithm, and convergence of SLPMM algorithm 

has been shown in Theorem 3.9 of [71].

Similar as in the continuous-time case, for given constant c^ij, first define

F?,ij +  diag{c3ijl, 0, 0, 0, 0} <  0 , (5.39)

then the following sets:

0 4 ( P t J, X u , G i j ,  E i j , 8 t j , K j )  =  { ( P i j , X i j , G i j , £ i j , 8 i j , K j )  satisfying (5.37)and(5.39)},

Q 5 ( P i j , X i j )  =  { ( P i j , X u )  satisfying

Algorithm 5.2:

(1) Preset c^j as sufficiently small positive scalars.

(2) Initialization: Set k — 0, determine (Pf^Xfp G®, E®, <5 ,̂^®) G Q4 fl 1Q5 .

(3) Determine (P^ 1, 1, G^+1, 1, < 5 1, K^+1), as the unique solution of the opti

mization problem:

<71 12
/ •  =  min £  £  Tr(PjjXu + PijXfj)

1 = 1  y = l

s . t .  (P i j , X i j ,  G i j ,  Si j ,  S i j , K j ) G £24 n  £^5.

(5.42)
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(4) If pf^ 1 - X (j +I < cnjl, then stop and Kk+l is the feasible controller,

(5) Compute a* E [0, 1] by solving

“ * = aT / r ( ( 4 + a { 4 ~  4 ) ) )  ( 4 + a W -  4 (5 .43)

(6 ) Set ^ +1 =  (1 -  a*)Pt +  a*?*], X£ +1 =  (1 -  a*)X* +  a*Xff, k = k + 1, go to stepij ij

(3).

5.5 Design Examples and Simulation Results

In this section, design examples are presented to demonstrate the proposed results in this 

chapter. First of all, a comparison study is performed by considering the same system given 

in [110] but using the method proposed in this chapter. Then an aircraft model is used for 

which different fault tolerant controllers are synthesized.

Example 5.1 ( Example 1, [110]) This example is to show how the performance can be 

improved by using the algorithm proposed, and the results obtained are presented in Table

1. The results of “complete observation” and “no observation” were given in [110].

r "i - - - 1 - 1 0
2  2 2 0.5 0

Ai =
3 1 1

,Ei =
0 0.4

,C i = 1 1 ,£>1 = 0

-1 -1 0 0 1

r  - r i r n 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0

A-2 —
0.5 1

,B 2 =
0

, e 2 =
0  0 .8

,c2 = 0 1 ,D 2 = 0

L J L J 0 0 1

0.9 0 .1 _
, and initial distribution is 0  1

0 .8 0 .2 L -J
The transition probability matrix is

The no observation case here corresponds to passive FTC in this stochastic FTCS. In 

the simulation, set c^j =  e~ 10 and the bisection method is used to find the lowest upper 

bound of H-2 norm. When controller is known, the original nonlinear matrix inequalities
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TABLE 5.1

\\^d\\\ and the state feedback controller designed

Complete observation No observation Algorithm 5.2

Upper bound 

Attained value 

Controller

16.6301

16.6301

K\ =  [-1.162 -0.9849] 

K2 = [0 0]

37.3898

17.5202

Kx =  [-1.4 -0.9917]

17.5

17.4838

Kx = [-1.1654 -0.9823]

used for design can be reformulated as a semi-definite programming problem, whose global 

optimum can be found. Therefore, the Hi norm achieved with the given controller can be 

calculated. From the simulation result, compared to the results from [110], it shows that 

with the iterative algorithm, a sightly better H2 norm is achieved but with the upper bound 

shrunken greatly. It implies that though the iterative algorithm is developed to synthesize 

FDI-based active fault tolerant controller, it can also improve the passive FTC performance.

Example 5.2 Consider a continuous-time aircraft example originally examined by Mudge 

and Patton in [83], A fourth order model of the linearized lateral dynamics is given, and 

the system data are

-0.277 0 -32 .9 9.81 -5.432 0

-0.1033 -8.525 3.75 0 0 -28.64
Aqi =  A02 = > Boi —

0.3649 0 -0.639 0 -9 .49 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

Bq2 —

-5.432

0

-9.49

0

0

-14.32

0

0

C i = C 2 =
0 1 0  0 

0 0 0 1
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D \ = D l = 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 , An =  A12 =  B\\ — Bn  —

0 .1 0.15

0 0 .1

0 .2 0

0 .1 0 .1

0 .1 0 0 .2 0 0 .2 0
A21 =  A22 = , B21 — B n  =

0 0 .2 0 0 .1 0 0.3

a.•tj J
- 2

1

- 0.1

0.15

0.1

-0.15
, Iffi =

- 0.2 0.2

0.1 - 0.1

1/3 1/3 1/6 1/6

The fault scenario studied here is the lost effectiveness of the second actuator by 50% 

(i.e. the second column of # 0 2  is half of that of Boi). And the upper bound of Hi norm is 

set to fA2 =  1 0 .

For this aircraft model, to fully test the performance of the proposed algorithm, dif

ferent types of controller are designed based on the algorithm proposed in this chapter. 

They include: state feedback controller and reduced-order dynamic output feedback con

trollers (a second order controller is synthesized). In addition, for this two inputs two 

outputs (TITO) system, a decentralized static output feedback controller can be designed,

i.e. uj(t) =  Djy(t). All these controllers satisfy Hi performance bound. However, static 

output feedback controller is the simplest in structure and has the lowest implementation 

cost. On the contrary, the dynamic output feedback controller is the most complex as to 

the implementation, but it may provide better performance than the other two types of 

controllers.

State feedback controller:

Ki =

K2 =

-0.44859 0.3669 2.1065 -0.54704

0.034464 1.6254 0.30266 0.56399

-0.45025 0.38687 2.105 -0.54321

0.029845 1.6206 0.28889 0.56427
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Dynamic output feedback controller:

-26.2105 -2.30632 ; 5.34131 3.45878

13.5667 -15.6143 ! 3.09282 2.35983

0.574802 0.0101392 ; 0.0964031 -0.00543808

-0.115127 0.15813 ! 1.2241 0.628475

-25.7435 -2.50205 ; 5.10348 3.59334

14.263 -16.1354 ! 2.31855 2.0014

0.568548 0.0120306 | 0.0929235 -0.0118122

-0.0838294 0.156033 ! 1.23362 0.63114

Static output feedback controller:

Di =
0.0088358 0

, b 2 =
0.0092513 0

0 0.27012 0 0.27231

The advantages show that the proposed algorithm is very versatile, and it is capable of 

designing many different types of controller to satisfying the requirements on performance, 

simplicity and implementation cost, etc. Furthermore, with these sets of controllers, sample 

path simulations of the closed-loop system are performed and the results are shown in the 

following figures. Where the disturbance is set as white noise.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, Hi control within conventional two-Markov-chain framework is studied. 

The practical considerations such as model uncertainties and system disturbance are han

dled as well. Controller synthesis for both continuous-time and discrete-time systems are 

considered in this chapter. The design of reconfigurable controllers via iterative LMI algo

rithm can guarantee the Hi performance of the closed-loop system, as well as the stochastic 

stability. Using the operator theory of MJLS, the design for this performance can be han

dled for stochastic FTCS. With the proposed method, state feedback, dynamic and static 

output feedback and even structural controllers can be synthesized in the same framework.
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0.04

Xn&o
E2

(d)

Figure 5.1. Single sample path simulation using state feedback controllers: (a) fault modes; 

(b) FDI modes; (c) system disturbance; (d) system outputs.

0.04
 y(i)
 y(2)0.02

0
■0.02

•0.040 5 10 15
(d)

20 25 30

Figure 5.2. Single sample path simulation using the decentralized controllers: (a) fault 

modes; (b) FDI modes; (c) system disturbance; (d) system outputs.
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Chapter 6

Analysis and Design for Systems with 

Random FDI Detection Delay

6.1 Introduction

In previous chapters, stabilization controller design and also H2 control for FTCS have been 

investigated, all within the conventional two-Markov-chain FTCS framework. However, as 

described in Chapter 2, there are many cases where FDI scheme uses complicated algorithm 

and memoryless property of FDI decision does not hold. Under the circumstances, Markov 

chain cannot be used to represent FDI decision process in stochastic FTCS any more.

In this chapter, besides the MSS, input-output performance with respect to the additive 

disturbance w(t) e  L2 will be first considered, which will lead to the Hoo design of stochas

tic FTCS. At the same time, the FDI modeling is extended from using a Markov chain to 

a semi-Markov chain, i.e. the random fault detection delay is considered. And the synthe

sis of output feedback controller will be solved using the iterative algorithm proposed in 

Chapter 5.

In addition, two further extensions will be discussed. The first extension is made by 

using a more general performance index, stochastic integral quadratic constraint, to replace 

the Hoo norm, and then how to cope with non-exponential fault detection delay is briefly 

discussed.
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Since discrete-time systems design has been covered in Chapter 5, only continuous

time output feedback control design will be discussed here to demonstrate the idea without 

occupying too much space. However, the design in this chapter can be extended to discrete

time case using the similar iterative LMI algorithm.

6.2 Problem Formulation

6.2.1 Notation

Some special notations are used in this chapter. Let (£2, J^,P) be a complete probability 

space carrying its natural filtration € R+}, as usual augmented by all null sets in the 

P-completion of & . Therefore, L2 (£2 , is the space of square integrable stochastic 

process, where the 2-norm of the random variable G R+ is defined in Chapter 5.

6.2.2 Assumptions and Formulation

In this chapter, the open-loop system contains additive disturbance w(t) besides parametric 

faults. It has the following state-space description:

^  |  x(t) = (A(r(t))+ AA(t,r(t)))x(t) + (B(r(t)) + AB (t,r(t)))u(t,l(t)) + D(r(t))w(t),

\  y(t) = C(r(t))x(t) +E(r(t))w(t),
(6 .1)

where x(t) G R”, u(t) G Rm, w(t) G Rp, y(t) G R^ are system state, control input, distur

bance and output, respectively; it is assumed that w(t) G L,2 (£2 , All the matrices

have corresponding compatible dimensions. {r(t),t >  0} is a Markov chain representing 

the fault process of the system as usual, which takes value on a finite set S =  { 1, 2 , . . . ,  s} 

and has the transition rate matrix [cc/y].

A(r(t)), B(r(t)), C(r(t)), D(r(t)), E(r(t)) are known constant matrices of appropriate 

dimensions for all r(t) G S. AA(t,r(t)) and AB(t,r(t)) are unknown matrices representing 

time-varying parameter uncertainties in components and actuators. A simpler uncertainty
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description is used to lessen the notation complexity in this chapter:

AA(t,r(t)) AB(t,r(t)) =  G(r(t))A(t,r(t)) A \(r(t)) Bi(r(t)) (6 .2)

where ||A(r(r),f)|| <  l,Vf e  R+, G(r(t)), A i(r(t)) and Bi(r(t)) are constant matrices for 

r{t) € S with proper dimensions.

The main difference is in the modeling of FDI decision process {/(?), t >  0, l(t) G 5} 

in (6.1). In this chapter, the particular interest is on studying the random FDI delay and 

its effect on the controller synthesis. For simplicity but without loss of generality, the 

following assumptions for the characteristics of FDI are made:

(1) When system jumps from one mode to another, the FDI output can always follow 

and jump to the same mode after a time delay.

(2) The possibilities of multiple transitions of r(t) between two consecutive transitions 

of l(t) are negligible.

(3) The FDI delay is modeled by an independent exponentially distributed variable, 

whose mean value is given as 1 /A /, j  f  i, where i , j  are the current modes of l(t) 

and r(t) respectively.

This formulation of FTC systems was firstly adopted by Mariton [79] when studying 

the stochastic stability. An illustration of the relation between r{t) and l(t) is given in 

Figure 1. At] =  ^  — h  is a delay occurring in the first transition of l(t), an exponentially 

distributed random variable with mean value of I /P 1 2 , and A^ =  U — h  is another delay 

for the second transition with mean value of 1 /A 21-

Remark 6.1 From the discussion on “strongly detectable faults” in Chapter 2, the first 

assumption that the FDI can identify the real system mode after a delay can be satisfied for  

faults o f that category, therefore this assumption is valid.

Remark 6.2 Exponentially distributed random variables are used in this chapter for mod

eling the FDI delay. This kind o f random variable has been widely adopted to model the
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2

i, ht.

Figure 6.1. An illustration of the system fault process r(t) and the FDI process l(t)

time between events (fault occurrence and FDI making up the decision in this context) 

that happen at a constant average rate [72]. Although the assumption o f constant rate is 

rarely satisfied in real world scenarios, the exponential distribution can be used as a good 

approximation model for the time. Moreover, the memoryless property o f the exponential 

distribution can lead to the joint Markov process in the analysis later.

It is worth noting that the FDI decision process l(t) now is a semi-Markov chain since 

the sojourn time, or state occupancy time is not exponentially distributed any more. Al

though the stochastic process l(t) is not a Markov Chain, the joint process {r(t),l(t)}

taking values on 5 x 5  is. The transition rate matrix of the augmented Markov Chain
2 2

can be given as ji =  [lMj,mn] xs (Hij,mn is transition rate from the augmented state

(r(t) =  i f f )  =  j ) to the next state (r(f-t-At) =  m ,l(t + At) = n)):

(Mm, i = j , n  = j,

Bu. i=£i m = n = i,
^ J ’ (6.3)

-P jh  i ¥:j ,m  = i, n =  j,

0 , otherwise.

Remark 6.3 Seen from (6.3), it is clear that the closed-loop system is a MJLS with par

tial Markov state observation, i.e. only l(t) in the augmented Markov state (r ( t) f( t))  is
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observable and accessible to the controllers. A similar situation was considered by [110] 

when studying the so called “cluster observation” problem for MJLS. However the com

mon Lyapunov function approach, which is closed to that presented in Section 4.4.3, was 

used to tackle this difficult design problem, hence the result was relatively conservative.

For the system model in (6.1), in this chapter, output feedback controllers of the fol

lowing form will be designed,

ic(t) = A(l(t))x(t)+B(l(t))y(t),  

u(t,l(t)) =  C(l(t))x(t) + D(l(t))y(t),
(6.4)

where if controller has an order nc, A(l(t)) G RWcXMc, B(l(t)) G RWcX,?, C(l(t)) G Rmx"e and 

D(l(t)) G M.mxq are constant matrices to be designed for l(t) G S.

In the sequel, for r(t) = and l(t) =  j,  simplified notations are used as in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5.

With the controller given in (6.4), the closed-loop system model can then be written as 

following forms:

w,

: <

X {.Ai +  Mi)  +  (Bi +  SBi)bjCi (Bi +  ABi)Cj X
+

Di +  (Bi +  ABi)D jEi

X BjQ Aj X BjE

y :

Defining x 1

r i X
Q  0

X
+ E{W.

(6.5)
TX1 X1 , denote the closed-loop system in short as:

r

<

x = Aijx + DijW, 

y = CiX + Etw,
(6 .6)

where An, Djj, Ci and Et have corresponding expressions in (6.5).

Definition 6.1 The closed-loop system (6 .6 ) is said to have an / L  norm yo, denoted as 

H$?cj||«, =  yo, if for any arbitrary w(t) G L2 (0 , ^ ,P )  and every Tf > 0, yo is the smallest 

value that makes <?{fof yT(t)y(t)dt} < yo2 £>{fQf  wT(t)w(t)dt} hold.
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With the definition of H«, for stochastic FTCS given, the design objectives of the pro

posed FTC can be defined as follows:

• Hoo controller synthesis problem: for the FTCS subject to faults and disturbance 

w(t) e  L2 (£2 , j r ,P )  shown in (6 .1), design output feedback controllers of the form 

(6.4) so that for all admissible model uncertainties AA/(r), ABft): (1) the system is 

internally Mean Square Stable (MSS); and (2) the Hoo norm of the closed-loop system

W c i \ \ ° ° < Y -

6.3 Conditions on Nominal Stability and Performance

Now it is ready to develop conditions on MSS and Hoo performance for the system % i  given 

in (6 .6 ). In this section, first restrict the focus on nominal systems without uncertainties,

i.e. AA/ =  0, ABi — 0. The results derived herein will then be extended to uncertain systems 

with uncertainties of the form (6 .2 ).

The following theorem provides a more tractable condition that can lead to a valid 

design procedure for the output feedback controller.

Theorem 6.1 The closed-loop system in the absence o f disturbance w(t) is MSS if  and 

only if there exists P^ >  0 , such that

Nij — A-JjPij +  PijAjj +  1{(=jj ( ̂  O-ikPkj) +  1{;/j}fiji(Pii ~  Pij) < 0 , i , j  G S, (6.7)
kes

where stands for the Dirac measure, such that equals one only i fx  is true, other

wise it equals zero.

Proof: Define the stochastic Lyapunov function of the joint stochastic process {x, r(t),l(t)} 

as V(x,r(t),l(t),t)  =  xr P(r(t),l(t))x. For such aLyapunov function candidate, the weak 

infinitesimal operator srfV can be defined as follows:

s / V { x ( t ) , r { t ) , l ( t ) , t )

=  ( ^ { V (x(t +  A t), r(t  +  A t) ,I(t +  A t) , t +  A t|x(t), r ( t ) J ( t ) , t ) }  — V (x ( t ) , r ( t ) , I{ t) , t ) j  .

(6 .8)
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The weak infinitesimal operator srfV of the process {x, r(t), l(t) , t } at the point {x(t) , r(t) 

=  i, l(t) =  j}  is calculated by

g /V (x(t) ,i ,j ,t)  = Vt (x ,i , j , t)+ V x(x ,iJ , t)x ( i ,j)  +  X  X  Pij,mnV(x,m,n,t),
meSnGS

and it follows that,

SliV -  XT [AfjPij +  PijAij +  X  S  ftj,mnPmn\x +  WTDjjPijX +  xr PijDijW. (6.9)
mGSneS

With the transition rate matrix [pij)tnn\ given in (6.3), the expression of the weak in

finitesimal operator above can be classified into two cases:

(1) If i = j,  then srfV can be calculated as:

s fV  =  xT [AfjPij + PijAij +  ^  a lkPkj\x +  wTDjjPijx+ xr PijDijw. (6.10)
keS

(2) If i ^  j, then srfV can be calculated as:

s tV  =  xT[AfjPij + PijAij + PjiiPa -  Pij)]x + wTDjjPijX + xr PijDijw. (6.11)

By using the notation Nij defined in (6.7), for both cases, the weak infinitesimal operator 

can be expressed in a unified form as:

srfV =  xrNi jX + wTDjjP[jX+ xT Pi jDijw. (6.12)

By setting w(t) — 0 in the system £fc/, it is known that the system is mean exponentially 

stable if and only if the weak infinitesimal operator s^V  <  0. It is equivalent to that

Nij<  0, i , j e S .  (6.13)

This completes the proof. □

In addition to the critical stability criterion, other important performance, such as dis

turbance/noise attenuation is also desirable. This type of performance is quantized as 

norm of the system (i.e. the L2 (Q ,^ ,P )  gain of the system). By considering the per

formance as defined in the Definition 5.1, the sufficient condition is given in the following 

theorem.
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Theorem 6.2 For a preset y > 0, assume that the disturbance w <E Z,2(£2, P), the system

'ifd is internally MSS with ||%||oo < y achieved if there exists Pij >  0  so that the following 

inequalities hold,
r  N i j + C f Q  PijDij +  CTE,

DIPh + ETc, - f l  + EfE,

where the expression ofNij is given in (6.7).

< 0, (6.14)

Proof: For //„  performance, it has: 

J £ Uof yT(t)y(t)dt) -  y2<f{fof  wT(t)w(t)dt)

(6.15)
=  <?{ J o 1 (yTy  -  y2wTw)dt}

— I ?  (y Ty  ~  y2wrw+ s f v ) d t } — s { f Q f  s r f v d t }

= S {  fof  (yTy -  y2wTw +  s fV )d t}  -  S{V(Tf )} +  7(0).

FromDynkin’s formula, it has S { f c]f  s fV d t)  — S  {V(Tf)} — 7(0). Since w e  L2 ( Q ,^ ,P )  

and system is internally MSS, so according to Theorem 5.2 of [44], x € Z,2 (£2 , J ^ P )  and 

£{V(Tf )} < XmdX(Pij)S{x(Tf)Tx(Tf )} is well defined for V7> e  TO+ 

conditions, then the equation above becomes:

. If assume zero initial

-h-1 m
J < S {  2  /  

k=o Jt*

h+ \ X

T

w

Nu + CfC, PijDu + CfE,

DJjPu +ETq  - f l  + EfE,tl -i w
dt (6.16)

where to =  0 , f/, =  7y, and t^, k =  1 ,2 , • • •, h — 1 is the k-th transition time for joint process 

{r(t),l(t)}. The inequality /  < 0 will hold if for Vi, j  E S, the inequality (6.14) holds, which 

also implies MSS from (l,l)-entry of the inequality. This completes the proof. □

6.4 Controller Synthesis Using Iterative LMI Algorithm

In this section, the output feedback controller synthesis for MSS and Hoo performance is 

discussed. For notational simplicity in the derivation, in Section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, only the 

nominal system is considered, i.e., AA f t )  — 0, AB ft)  =  0. In Section 6.4.3, results for the 

uncertain system will be derived.
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6.4.1 Output Feedback Based FTC Design

Within this stochastic FTCS framework, the design of output feedback controller was done 

by [1 ] based on the assumption that the controller can access the real system fault mode, 

i.e. controllers have the form K(r(t),l(t)). In this section, design is made for the FDI-based 

output feedback controllers.

For the open-loop system %  in (6.1) with no model uncertainties, and the output feed

back controller in (6.4), define the following matrices:

A

Ai
A

B; Ai 0 0 Bi 0 I
Kl  =

J

A

J

A
, A { = ,B i  = ,C i  =

d l
0 0 I 0 Ci 0

- - | r -|
Di 0

Di = ,E i = , Fi
0 Ei

(6.17)

< 0. (6.19)

Then Ai;-, in the closed-loop system state space representation (6 .6 ) can be expressed 

as affine functions of the controller Kj as:

Aij =  At +  BiKjQ, Dij =  Di +  BiKjEi. (6.18)

Now, the controller synthesis problem is reduced to find feasible solutions Kj  and 

Pij, i , j  € S for the inequality (6.14), which is rewritten here as:

Nij + C jQ  PijDij + CfEi 

DfjPij +  EfCi —Fi

The matrix inequality above is not linear in terms of the decision variables, in that the 

Pij is coupled with A,-;- and Dij (see (6.7) for iV/7), therefore it cannot be solved directly 

using convex optimization techniques. In this subsection, first convert it into linear matrix 

inequalities with equality constraints, and then an iterative algorithm will be provided in 

the next subsection to solve for the controller Kj.

Using Schur complement, first rewrite the inequality (6.19) as:

NU + C jQ  +  {PijDij + C f Ei) F r 1 (DfjPij + EjCi) < 0.
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The next step is to remove the coupling between Lyapunov function Pij and Ai;- or Dij, 

and then cope with those quadratic terms. To this end, introduce slack variables p j  and 

Wij, use Reciprocal Rrojection Lemma 4.4 and Schur complement to obtain:

Ho,

*

*

*

*

^ ( A i i + D u F ^ E j C ^ + W , , P j D i j C J C f E t

- P i j 0 0 0
* - F i 0 0
* * -7 0
* * * - F t

j }  CZkes a ikPkj) + l ^ j j h i P n ~  P i j )  +  P j - W i j - w ?.
r r l J

< 0 ,

Since Py can be an arbitrary positive definite matrix, without loss of generality, set 

Pij = I, Further define Xy =  P[jl , = XijWij, Qij — WijW-j, pre- and post-multiply the 

inequality above by diag{X/7-, I, I, I, I}. For the resulted inequality, expand quadratic 

terms in the (l,l)-entry using Schur complement to obtain:

Gn G n D i j X i j C f X i j C j E i H u j X i j - W i j

* - I 0 0 0 0 0

* * - F i 0 0 0 0

* * * - I 0 0 0

* * * * - F i 0 0

* * * * * - H 2ij 0

* * * * * * - I

< 0, (6 .20)

where An, Dij are defined in (6.18) and

Gi i — (l{,'=y}0:,7 +  l{j ĵj[3ji) Xij ,

G n =Aij 

H\ij — Xij

G n  = A i j + D i j F r lETCi +  Wij,

l{ i= j }  I )  i l{ i= j }  H i  1{»=j }  y / & i , i - \ - H i  i j }  v / f i j i ^  ’

H2 ij =  diag{Xi j, • • • j-, • • • ,X;i-}.

To this stage, the original nonlinear matrix inequalities have been successfully transformed 

to LMIs but with equality constraints (Qij =  W^W-J, i , j  G S). However, this problem is
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still non-convex. In the next subsection, an iterative optimization algorithm is used to solve 

this matrix inequality.

6.4.2 Using Iterative Algorithm to Solve LMIs with Equality Con

straints

In this section, the iterative algorithm adapted from SLPMM [71] will be presented. For 

notational simplicity, the constants c,;- introduced in Chapter 5 will be left out here though 

in simulation, they are still used. First of all, define the following sets:

&6(XijiWij,Qij,Kj) = {(Xij,Wij,Qij,Kj) satisfying (6 .2 0 )}, (6 .2 1 )

Qu wu 

w1- IyvlJ 1

> 0}. (6 .22)

Then the following iterative algorithm can be used to solve the LMIs with equality 

constraints Qij = WijW? , i , j  G S.

Algorithm 6.1:

(1) Initialization: Set k =  0, determine (XfpW®,Q ^ K j)  G

(2) Determine (X^, W-j, ,Kj), as the unique solution of the optimization problem:

min y  X  Tr(Gy - 1 V,)wjt  -  Wi,W,f),
/ e ^ ' e 5  (6.23)

s . t .  (X i j , W i j , Q i j , K j ) G £^6 n O 7 .

(3) If Tr(Qf;. +  Qfj -  W-jW-j' -  W tw j f ) =  2 • Tr {Qktj -  WjjWjf), for i, j e S ,  then stop, 

and Kj  is the solution for controller.

(4) Calculate 0* G [0, 1] by solving

9* = „nHn.,S S Tr((1 -  0)2/j+eef;-((i -  e)wti+ew‘j)(( 1 -  e)wtj+ewtj)T
e e l 0 ’ l H e S j e S  K
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(5) Set Wj+1  -  (1 -  0*)Wfj +  0*wg, e j / 1 =  (1 -  +  0*0*-, k = k + 1, go to Step

(2).

In the above algorithm, each step only involves solving LMI. Step (1) is a feasibility 

problem and step (2) is an “eigenvalue” problem (minimizing a linear function with LMI 

constraints). Hence for each iteration, the global optimum can be found via convex op

timization, and this is vital for the convergence of the algorithm. The stop criterion in 

step (3) is to terminate the iteration when no improvement shows in terms of the equality 

approximation error jfj = Tr(<2 ^ — WjjWjj ).

Remark 6.4 In the above algorithm, the optimization objective is set as the linearized form 

of the equality approximation error, i.e.

•̂  = X X M Q n+efy -  K w h  -  Wjwif),
ieSjes

where Qkj can be dropped out of the expression without affecting the optimization result 

since it is a constant matrix at the k-th step. With this linearized objective function, the 

SLPMM algorithm adopted here can guarantee that the equality approximation error j* is 

always strictly decreasing, and therefore the algorithm is convergent ( [71 ], Theorem 3.9).

6.4.3 Synthesis for Uncertain Systems

In FTC systems, modeling errors and unknown disturbances are the major causes of an 

imperfect FDI result, which in turn affects the control performance. In this section, the 

output feedback based FTC design problem is considered for the same stochastic system 

treated in the previous section, but with modeling uncertainties AA ft) ,  AB ft )  of the form 

(6.2).

In addition to those definitions in (6.17), further define the following matrices:

Gt r  i -

Gi =
0

5 M i — An- 0 > Bu — 0 Bu
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Therefore, in this case, A,-;- and can be written as follows:

Aij =  Ai +BjKjCi  +  G/A; (AU +  BuKjCi)  , ^

Z),j =  D, +  BiKjEi +  GiAiBuKjEi .

Now replace the expression of Ai;-, D,y in the inequality (6.20) with (6.24), and apply 

Lemma 4.2 to this inequality, and can have the following result:

Theorem 6.3 For uncertain FTC system (6.1) with arbitrary admissible model uncertain

ties (6.2), there exist output feedback controllers making closed-loop system MSS with 

\ m  CO < y, if there exist positive scalars Eij, 8ij and matrices Xij >  0 , Wij, Qij, Kj such 

that the following matrix inequalities hold:

»3y H \ ij Di  +  B i K j E i X i j C j X i j C f  Ei H u j X U - W i j 0 0
* - I 0 0 0 0 0 H h 0

* * - F i 0 0 0 0 0 E j K f B l

* * * - / 0 0 0 0 0

* * * * - F t 0 0 0 0
* * * * * - H u j 0 0 0

* * * * * * - / 0 0

* * * * * * * — Eij I 0

* * * * * * * * - S i j I

(6.25)

where
H3ij — ( ! { ( = ; } + 1  {i^j}Pji) — Qij +  (Eij +  8{j) G iG f ,

H u j  =  ( A i  +  D i F r ' E T Q )  + § i K j  ( Q  +  E t F r 1 E T q )  + W u ,

H5ij = A U+ B ltKj {Q +  E iF r 'E f  Q ) . 

and the definitions o f Q i j ,  H u j ,  H ^ j ,  X i j ,  W i j  can be found in Section 6.4.2.

Proof: For inequality (6.20), apply Lemma 4.2 for uncertainties in (1,2), (1,3) entries 

and their symmetric entries, then use Schur complement to expand those quadratic terms 

in (2,2) and (3,3) entries to obtain the above inequality. □

The algorithm given in Section 6.4.2 can still be applied to find K j ,  but with mi

nor changes by redefining the set £2i(Xy, Wtj, Q i j , K j }  ey , 8ij) =  {(Xy, Wij, Q i j , K j ,  ej;-, 8 if) 

satisfying (6.25)}.
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6.4.4 Numerical Example

Example 6.1 In this example, simulations are performed to demonstrate the proposed 

methods. Consider a continuous-time aircraft example originally examined by [83], the 

state space model of the linearized lateral dynamics is given, where the normal case and 

the actuator fault are considered,

-0 .2 7 7 0 - 3 2 .9 9.81 -5 .4 3 2 0

-0 .1 0 3 3 -8 .5 2 5 3.75 0 0 -2 8 .6 4IIII<

, Bi =
0.3649 0 -0 .6 3 9 0 -9 .4 9 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

B2 =

-5 .432

0

-9 .49

0

0

-14.32

0

0

C i = C 2 =
0 1 0  0 

0 0 0 1

D \ = D \
r i 0.5
0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 , E \ = E 2 =L J 0.25

And the transition rate matrices are given as: [ĉ y]
0.5

>012 =  1, 021 =  1.5.
-0 .5  

1 - 1

The fault scenario studied here is the lost effectiveness of the second actuator by 50% 

(i.e. the second column of B2 is half of that of the B i). The upper bound of //<*, norm to 

achieve is preset to y =  1 .

Generally speaking, with given performance requirement, a lower order controller is 

more desirable, which can reduce the complexity and the implementation cost. For this 

reason, firstly begin the design by choosing the controller order nc — 0 , and find the output 

feedback controllers as follows by using the proposed method:

-0.10928 0.2687 -0.11072 0.27327
* 1  = , k 2 =

0.014011 0.28306 0.014239 0.27943

Actually, the algorithm proposed in this chapter can even design decentralized output 

feedback controllers to further reduce the implementation cost.
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It is assumed in the system there exist model uncertainties given as:

G\ = G2 =

0.1 0.15

0 0.1

0.2 0

0.1 0.1

, An =Ai2 =
0 .1 0 0 .2 0 0 .2 0

5 -8 ll == 8 l2
0 0 .2 0 0 .1 0 0.3

Then for this uncertain system, the robust static decentralized controllers are computed as:

0.052222 0 0.052283 0
Ki = , k 2 =

0 0.13356 0 0.12579

By using the first set of controllers, a single sample path simulation is performed, and 

the closed-loop system responses are obtained. The disturbance is modeled as truncated 

random noise w =  W(s,Ol{o<r<20}> where N(s,t) is a Gaussian stochastic process.

15<b)

t  (sec)

t  (sec)

y(i) 
-  • y(2)

Figure 6.2. Single sample path simulation: (a) fault modes; (b) FDI modes; (c) system 

disturbance; (d) the system outputs

Figure 6.2(a)(b) shows the single sample path of the process r(t) and l(t). They differ by 

the exponentially distributed random delay for each jump. From Figure 6.2(c) and 6.2(d), 

the system is stabilized and the disturbance attenuation is achieved.

With the decentralized controllers, another sample path is simulated with the distur

bance signal given as w(t) = e~20 la(s)l*, where a(s) ~  JV(0,1) is a Gaussian random vari

able. The corresponding sample path is shown in Figure 6.3(a)(b), the system response is 

shown in Figure 6.3(d).
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Figure 6.3. Single sample path simulation using the decentralized controllers: (a) fault 

modes; (b) FDI modes; (c) system disturbance; (d) the system outputs

6.5 Extension I: SIQC Performance

In this section, stochastic integral quadratic constraint performance is studied, which is 

more general than the H<*, performance. In this section, the framework used is still the con

ventional two-Markov chain framework, and the systems have the regular norm-bounded 

model uncertainty description as shown Section 4.2.1. From discussion in previous sec

tions of this chapter, it can be seen that the design results here can be applied to FTCS 

with setting the same as in previous sections of this chapter, i.e. with more complex FDI 

modeling.

Definition 6.2 The signals w(t) andy(f) are called to satisfy the stochastic integral quadratic

f in  f in
constraint (SIQC) defined by n  =

£ {J }  =  S

n2i n22
if

w
T

n n nJ2 w

_y_ n2i n22 y_
d t \ >  0 . (6.26)

IIn  is symmetric and positive definite, 1122 is symmetric, and IT12 =  n ^ . Tf is the final 

time. J is called the SIQC index number defined over finite horizon.
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Obviously, the H«, is the special case with n  = . With this performanceW  o
0 - I

index in addition to MSS, the corresponding condition for uncertain FTCS state-feedback 

controller is given as follows, for simplicity, only the results are listed out:

where

Gij * iA i XijCf Hlij Ao; +  BQjKj — DiU ^TlnCi +  W(/ 0

* —Eijl 0 0 0 0 0

* * H4 ij 0 0 0 0

* * * Huj 0 0 0

* * * * - I 0 0

* * * * * - I KJ Bli
* * * * * * - S i j l

Gij = (a,y +  0 jj )Xij +  Xij +  EijAuAit +  8ijB]JB \i~ Qij i

Hlij = —diag{X1;V •) A'—1,/? A'+ij> • • ■ >2Qi)- ■■ A j - i jXi,j+1) ’'' }i

i b i j  = A qi +  B qiK r - D i T l - f T l n Q  +  W i j ,

H4ij =- - - ( j i 2 l n ^ n n - n 22y % j .

< 0 ,

(6.27)

The same iterative algorithm can be applied to solve the linear matrix inequality with 

equality constrains as before.

Example 6.2 To be complementary to the previous simulation, state-feedback simulation 

of SIQC algorithm is performed in this example. The system models are given as:

-0 .2 7 7 0 -3 2 .9 9.81 -5 .4 3 2 0

-0 .1 0 3 3 -8 .5 2 5 3.75 0 0 -2 8 .6 4

> o il o to II , B0i =
0.3649 0 -0 .6 3 9 0 -9 .4 9 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
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# 0 2  =

D i

-5 .432 0

0 -14.32

-9 .49 0

0 0

1 T

, Ci = 0 1 0  0 c 2 0 0 0 1

0 0.1 0 0 d 2 = 0 0.11 0.1 0 .

Furthermore, the model uncertainties of the general form as shown in Chapter 4 are 

also assumed in this example with

M \  = A i2 =  0.5 x / 4x4, A2i = A 22 =  0.1 x / 4x4,
T

1 0  0 0
# ii =  # 1 2

0 1 0  0
, B2\ = B 22 = 0.1 x / 2 x 2  .

And the transition matrices are given as: [a,•ij J
- 2  2

1 - 1

- 0.1 0.1 

0.15 -0 .15

[$/] =
- 0.2 0.2 

0.1 - 0.1
The fault scenario studied here is the lost effectiveness of the second actuator by 50%.

fo.8 0.5
The SIQC weighting matrix is given as n  =

0.5 - 1
By implementing the iterative algorithm proposed in section IV, the following con

trollers are obtained:

Ki

K2

-0.1320 0.0714 1.5013 -0.4742 

-0.1226 0.9766 0.0832 0.2090

-0.1359 0.0655 1.5038 -0.4753 

-0.1189 0.8693 0.0903 0.2040

The decision variable = , other simulation results are omit-
887.6028 835.0881 

213.7141 224.3147
ted here due to the limit of space. In the simulation, ctj — 0.01 is set. The iterative algorithm 

terminates after 3 steps, and the optimization objective function values and the error of the
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TABLE 6.1

Optimal objective function values and equality approximation errors

k ZiZ jj? ; fk
Jn

fk
J\2 fkJ21 fk

22
0 — 5063.0689 5059.8999 5293.8660 5302.7193

1 2.1031 x 104 9.8914 9.7459 14.2492 14.5193

2 60.0858 6.5100 x 10- 1 2 7.7300 x 10~ 12 1.9947 2.0621

3 5.399 2.927 x 10“ 12 3.098 x 10~ 12 6.651 x 10~ 12 9.436 x 10- 12

equality constraint are shown in Table 5.1. It is clear that the algorithm converges quickly. 

Furthermore, with this set of controllers, sample path simulation of the closed-loop system 

is performed and the results are shown in Figure 6.4, where the disturbance w(t) is chosen 

as a random noise with mean 0 and variance 1. In the simulated sample path, the SIQC 

index of 36.0793 is achieved.

To further study the statistical characteristics of the stochastic FTCS, Monte Carlo sim

ulation method is applied for the above system subject to a deterministic disturbance signal 

w(t) = e~o u sint. 1 0 0 0  sample paths are simulated, and the mean values of the system 

states <S(x(r)} are shown in Figure 6.5 while the histogram of SIQC index value J  is given 

in Figure 6 .6 . The histogram is suitable for showing the distribution of quantized perfor

mance index, so that different controllers’ performance can be compared.

6.6 Extension II: Non-exponentially Distributed Fault De

tection Delay

Till now, the analysis and design for stochastic FTCS with exponentially distributed random 

fault detection delay have been studied. The assumption on exponential distribution is vital 

since otherwise difficult to calculate the weak infinitesimal operator.

Using the method of decomposing non-exponential distributed fault detection delay into 

the sum of N  exponentially distributed random variables is shown in Figure 6.7. Where
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System modes & States (x0’=[0 0 0 0])

5  1.5 5

E  1.5 5

0.05

0

-0 .05

- Fault mode

10 20 (a) 30 40 50

- FDI m o d e |~

10 20 (b) 30 40

1 v\~ J

—  x(1) 
■'' X(2) 

-x (3 )  
~  ' x(4)

10 20 . , 30
(c )

40 50
Time(second)

Figure 6.4. Single sample path simulation: (a) system modes; (b) FDI modes; (c) system 

states

Mean value of the sta tes x(t)
0.015

 x(1)
 x(2)
 x(3)
 x(4)0.01

0.005

<D■D
■S
co>CO

-0.005

- 0.01

-0.015
40 50

Time (second)

Figure 6.5. Mean value of the states x(t) over 1000 sample paths

r(t) is the fault process, lN(t) is the FDI process, and i =  1,2,. . .  ,1V— 1 are fictitious 

random processes such that the transition delay between the adjacent processes is exponen

tially distributed. For example, A?n is an exponential RV with parameter j8 j 2 , A?i2 with 

Pf2, and Ati =  XjLi A*i*•

The formulation of the problem is given as follows:
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Histogram of J  in the Monte Carlo simulation

I 40

1.985 1.995 2.005 2.01 2.015 2.02 2.025

Magnitude

Figure 6 .6 . Histogram of SIQC index value J  ( / =  Z*=i°>A' — 2.003)

(1) The random distributed fault detection delay can be approximated by using sum of 

N  exponential random variables.

(2) For the random process ll(t), when the previous random process jumps from state j  

to k, after an exponentially distributed delay with parameter j3jk.

(3) After r(t) jumps from state j  to k, it will not jump until lN(t) jumps from state j  to k.

o

I2 {t)

Figure 6.7. Non-exponential fault detection delay case
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In this setting, the augmented process {r(t), I1 (t) , l2(t) , . . .  lN(t)} determined the system 

mode, while the analysis and design method given in previous sections can be applied here. 

In the total sN+1 possible states, only s x ( N + 1) modes are valid, thus greatly reduces the 

number of matrix inequality to solve. And when using more fictitious random processes 

to approximate the random fault detection delay, the number of constraints only increases 

linearly.

Same as in the previous sections of this chapter, the augmented process {r(t) ,l l (t), 

l2(t) ,.. .  lN(t)} is a Markov chain. Assuming the current state is represented by {/'i, j \ , j 2, 

. . . ,  j^ ,  and the next state is {«2 , j \ ,  j\-> • • •, 7^}, then the elements of transition rate matrix 

[ji] e  W N+l xsN+l can be determined similarly as in (6.3). Therefore, for FTCS with arbitrary 

FDI fault detection delay distribution, it is possible to approximate that distribution using 

hypoexponential distribution, and use the Markov state augmentation technique to handle 

the design.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the design of stochastic FTC in the presence of random FDI delays is dis

cussed. The FDI delay is represented by an exponentially distributed random variable. It 

is assumed that the FDI can identify the true system fault mode after this delay. The main 

difficulty in the design lies in the fact that the mode of controller is solely dependent on 

the mode of the FDI process, whose transitions depend on those of the system fault mode 

as well as the FDI delay. The sufficient conditions for the desirable Mean Square Stability 

and performance are obtained for the system with modeling uncertainties and exter

nal disturbances. By transforming the given nonlinear matrix inequalities into LMIs with 

equality constraints, an iterative LMI algorithm is used to solve the synthesis problem. Out

put feedback controllers can be solved conveniently by using the algorithm with available 

semi-definite programming software packages. Illustrative examples are given and simula

tion results are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design algorithm. 

It is shown in the last that the design can be extended to the cases using the more general
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SIQC performance index and with non-exponential fault detection delay.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In the previous chapters, stabilization of the integrated FTCS is systematically reviewed 

and summarized. Further, results on performance besides MSS, such as # 2  and H„ are 

discussed. To design controller that only accesses FDI decision instead of system real fault 

mode, some techniques drawn from multi-objective control field of research have been used 

to separate the Lyapunov function from the controller, so that the conditions expressed in 

terms of nonlinear matrix inequality can be converted into LMI with equality constraints. 

Then an iterative LMI algorithm is used to solve that problem.

The effectiveness of this design has been confirmed from numerical simulations, where 

stochastic stability and performances are verified using single sample path and Monte-Carlo 

simulations, and the efficiency of the iterative algorithm is also shown through the equality 

approximation error of each iteration.

While the analysis and design are mainly carried out in the conventional two-Markov- 

chain framework, FTCS with FDI detection delay case is discussed as well. And it shows 

that similar design algorithm can be applied for this case.
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7.2 Future Work

Although basic problems have been solved in this area, there are still some challenging 

problems need to study:

1 In Chapter 4, as to “full information controller” design, the syntheses of stabilizing 

controllers for continuous-time full-order dynamic output feedback controller are 

proposed in terms of LMIs. However, there are no corresponding results for discrete

time systems using LMI yet. Obviously, this is a meaningful problem since LMI is 

more efficient than iterative LMI algorithms.

2 In Chapter 2, the identification of FDI detection delay and the approximation using 

summation of independent exponential distribution is briefly discussed through an 

example. However, for more complicated situations, the PDF of the hypoexponential 

distribution should be developed first, so that it is possible using least square tech

nique to approximate that specific distribution. Then the results in Chapter 6  should 

be extended to handle FTCS with non-exponentially distributed fault detection delay.

The second problem on this issue is to determine what should be the criteria for the 

distribution approximation. Two issues should be noted here. The first is that the 

larger the number of independent exponential distributions used, the more matrix 

inequalities are involved in stability/performance conditions. The second is that iter

ative LMI algorithm may converge locally, therefore, the smaller the approximation 

error does not imply better performance.

The third problem is how to handle the remained distribution estimation error. Should 

it be treated as transition rate uncertainty or else? How to guarantee that the system 

is robust stable with distribution estimation error?

3 In Chapter 2, for systems subject to “strongly detectable faults”, the FDI scheme can 

always give the right decision and the only imperfectness of FDI is the fault detection 

delay. However, for those faults do not belong to that category, their detection cannot 

be guaranteed. Then a natural question is how to design baseline controller so that if
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those faults happen, the baseline controller can still stabilize the system or maintain 

the minimum performance requirement.

The difficulties lie in that this type of parametric faults must be treated as model 

uncertainties. However, the difficulties for this problem are due to the uncertainties 

therein may not lie in a convex set, therefore, current available methods cannot be 

applied to solve robust controller design for stabilizing systems with this kind of 

model uncertainties.

4 In the design of controller throughout this thesis, we did not impose any constraints 

on the range of control signals. However, practical systems under normal operation 

always have a range for manipulated variables and process variables. When those 

variables stay in the given range, the operation is more efficient. However, most of 

the design does not take this factor into consideration. Even in the area of MJLS, 

this issue is rarely considered, and only [30] discussed state feedback control with 

constraints: ||Fpc(fc) +  Giu(k) || <  p, with probability 1. As for FTCS, the similar and 

more complicated situations should be discussed, so that the results can be directly 

put into application.

5 Open-loop FTCS discussed in this thesis is MJLS, i.e. the pre-fault and post-fault 

systems are all linear systems. However, some nonlinear components may exist in 

the systems, such as saturation of inputs. Such a problem is studied in [77], but the 

controller is assumed to access both real fault mode and FDI mode. The synthesis of 

FDI-based controller should be studied.

6  Further study on nonlinearity of the system subject to faults can be done for bilinear 

systems. This kind of system should also be a meaningful extension of the current 

work. Some work on MJLS control has tackled this issue. However, control synthesis 

for FTCS has not been discussed.
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